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1.
INTRODUCING YOUR NEIGHBOR
A Selected Reading Llat In Intercultural Education for Children
I* The problem:
The purpose of this paper Is to Indicate the contribu-
tion of a children's librarian to a leisure reading program
In Intercultural education for children In the primary and
junior high school grades. The children's librarian's par-
ticular contribution lay In the preparation of a selected
list of children's books
,
which, by promoting understanding
and appreciation of various cultures, would tend to prevent
or to break down prejudice and to foster wholesome attitudes
and better group relationships bet v. eon children of different
racial, religious and nationality backgrounds.
II. The origin of the problem:
The problem for this particular paper arose as the re-
sult of numerous requests that have oome to the children's
librarian from teachers and social workers, Sunday school
instructors and olub leaders for reading material that ral^it
counteract the pernicious propaganda that is contaminating
the minds of young people or that might help boys and girls
to understand and respect children different from themselves
in race or in cultural background.
III. The need for interoultural education:
That there has been an increase of late in racial, reli-
gious and nationality tension is all too clearly evidenced
by such developments as the recent race clashes between
1
White Americans and Negro, Japanese, and Mexican Americans,
by the discrimination toward minority groups in industry and
in housing, and by the occurence of anti-Semitic outbursts
in cities lite Boston and Ne York*
Far-sighted individuals realize the insidious danger of
bigotry, prejudice and ignorance toward any hope of lasting
peace either at home or with the nations of the world* The
past few years have witnessed a deluge of exhortation and
pleading by church and civic dignitaries reminding Americans
that "all men are children of one Pather and brothers in the
1. fta
human family", that "bigotry is un-Amerioan", and in gen-
eral deploring racial intolerance, as did William Cardinal
O'Oonnell, Roman Catholic prelate, and Bishop 0* Bromley
Oxnam, Methodist leader, in their joint statement against in-
tolerance on January 25, 1944*
In Washington, President Roosevelt established a racial
board consisting of Mayor Frank J* Lausohe, Judge Walter P*
Staey and Judge illiam H* Holly as an investigating board
to probe discrimination* In Massachusetts, Governor Lever-
ett Saltonstall also formed a board to investigate religious
intolerance in the Commonwealth* Several states are consid-
ering the enactment of social legislation to combat dincrim-
1* Franklin D* Roosevelt, Brotherhood \ e>k Proclamation
Washington! The White House, 1944*
2* Francis J* Spellman, "Bigotry is Un-American," The
American * GXXXVII (March, 19/4), 20.
c
inatlon in Indus try • The state of Now York has already
pas red the Ives-Quinn bill forbidding employers, employment
agencies and labor unions to discriminate against applicants
for jobs or membership.
Por several years there have been organisations like the
National Conference of Christians and Jews and the Council
Against Intolerance working to promote better understanding
between people of different faiths and cultural backgrounds.
Libraries, too, have recognised the need for interoul-
tural education. Por years, children's librarians, working
with children and with books, have realized the power of
books in molding the opinions of children toward other
groups and individuals* Children's librarians have long
felt that in books there "may be discovered the truth that
all raoes of men have contributed to the sum of civilization
and no group of men can claim the glory for
3.
themselves alone". "It is through books, too, that children
learn much about people vastly different in traditions and
customs from themselves yet with Wiom they have much in cora-
4.
mon in terms of ideals, hopes
,
sympathies and ambitions".
Books, children's librarians feel, can be used to provide a
valuable vicarious experience in lnteroultural education an6
can be used effectively to break down prejudice and suspi-
cion.
3. Prances Clarke Sayers, "Ours To Keep," The Booklist
XXA1X (July 15, 1943), 479.
4. Katharine P. Lenroot, "The Children's Bureau and Lib-
raries, "ALA Bulletin, (January, 1944), 27.
« •
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Kecognizing the part they can play In Improving group rela-
tions, librarians have endeavored to promote goodwill by the
careful selection of reading material for children, by fea-
turing exhibits for Negro Week, China ";eek, Jewish Book Week
and Brotherhood fteek and by displaying the literature and
handicraft of the cultural groups both within and without
the neighborhood in order to build a respect and apprecia-
tion for the peoples in their community as well as for those
less familiar to their borrowers*
These activities are in keeping with the theory of "cul-
tural pluralism", which is being accepted by more and more
educators and sociologists as superior to the forrasr "melt-
ing-pot" theory* The theory of "cultural pluralism" holds,
in brief, "that no one culture contains all favorable ele-
ments, but each group that makes up the total American popu-
lation has unique values and that the nation will be richer
and finer in its cultural make-up if it, the country, oon-
5.
served the best each group brought"*
Often, however, the library has had to work almost alone
All too frequently schools took a false pride in maintaining
a "safe stand", in keeping aloof from projects that might
focus attention on the "controversial" topios of race, reli-
gion and even nationality* Fortunately, some educators are
5* £• George Payne, "Education And Cultural Pluralism,"
in P* J* Brown and J* S* Rouoek, Our Racial And National
Minorities * p* 762* New Yorkt Prentioe-Hall, Inc., 1957.
c
now beginning to see that schools cannot afford to remain
aloof, that a very definite and positive program of inter-
cultural education is imperative, that the schools must do
all they can to develop better group relationships* Cour-
ses of study are being worked out and plans formulated to
deal wisely with the problem of intolerance and to help
young people to learn to live together amicably in a truly
democratic manner* The success of the program used in the
schools of Springfield, Masraohuae tts to foster racial tol-
erance and to combat racial antagonism and prejudice has
encouraged other school systems to emulate the Springfield
flan* It is interesting to note, too, the recent confer-
ence held by the superintendents of schools in Massachu-
setts on April 20 and 21, 1944 at the Bridgewater State
Teachers College to consider the problem of "Improving Ha-
oial Understandings and Respect for Religious Differences
through Kduoation"*
With the increasing interest in interoultural education,
teachers are turning to the library for assistance. They
are seeking reading material to broaden their own under-
standing, to enrich their classroom procedures and to sug-
gest to their pupils* It is to the children's librarian in
particular that many teaohers are directed for advice and
suggestions about children's books that may be useful in a
program for interoultural eduoation* The requests are
usually for leisure reading material rather than for text-
((
book information* It was in the attempt to locate such ma-
terial that the lack of adequate bibliography on the subject
became particularly apparent*
IV* The survey of material in the fieldj
On certain phases of interoultural education for child-
ren, there ><ere, to be sure, several well prepared lists*
Especially commendable are The Negro , a list prepared by
the Tennessee Department of education, and Our Neighbor Re-
7*
publics . a reading list to further the better understanding;
of the South American countries, but fox* the most part,
there is little organized material on the entire subject
prepared to be passed on to persons directing an interoul-
tural program, bui lacking the tins and experience to evalv-
ate the entries on the list*
Too often, thoso who have compiled more ambitious, ex-
haustive lists on a particular cultural group defeated their
own contribution by including, in their seal perhaps, titles
that are long out-of-print and unprocurable, material that
is out-of-date, writing that is distressingly chauvinistic
and narrowly dogmatic, and books that may portray a given
group but not necessarily in a manner conducive to arousing
sympathy and understanding from children unfamiliar with the
group*
6* Division of School Libraries, Compilers. The Negro .
(Revised edition.) Naahvillef State Department of Education,
1941* Fp* 48*
7* Nora £• Beust, Compiler, Our Neighbor Republioa .
1). S* Offloe of Education Bulletin 1942, No* 5, Washington!
U. 3* Offioe of Education, 194?. Fp. I145C.
€
Another common falling is the necessity which many com-
pilers, In view of the dearth of material on a given topic
or in the effort to appear fluent on a particular subject,
feel for including books that are mediocre rather than pre-
senting a few carefully selected entries or even omitting
the topic altogether. When borrowers come to the library
for material on intercultural education for children, they
do not want Just anything remotely pertaining to a given
group. They have a definite purpose in view and well real-
ize that in many instances the children to whom they are
going to recommend these titles have never met a Negro or a
Jewish child, an Italian or a Chinese lad. It Is essential,
therefore, that children's librarians exercise extreme oare
in selecting books that they feel certain will tend to ore-
ate favorable, wholesome impressions.
It is significant to note that of all the bibliographies
examined the most useful to date are those that are prepared
by children's librarians, such as that compiled by Mildred
8.
Batoholder for the publication Americans All . Mildred L.
Batohelder, Chief of the School and Children's Library Divi-
sion of the American Library Association, is an expert in
children's library -ark. Her list reflects keen dlsorimlna-
8. Mildred Batohelder, "Books for Elementary School
Children, "in C. 0. Amdt and Others, Americans All , Four-
teenth Yearbook of the National Education Association, pp.
368-376« Washington} The Department of Supervisors and
Directors of Instruction of the National Iiduoation Associa-
tion, 1942
7.
e
tion and wise selection. Unfortuna tely, her list is limit-
ed to those children's books which were published within
the past five years* The major emphasis of her list is on
nationality rather than on religion or race, although a few
entries are included for the Negro, the Indian and the Jew*
v»ith the requests for material on ohildren of different
oreeds, there arises the need for a list that will treat
religion and race more comprehensively*
The Children's Department of the St* Louis Public Lib-
rary has done some work in int ercultural education in
their lists entitled International Understanding Through
9.
Ohildren 1 s Books and World Friendship Through Children's
10.
Books , but the lack of annotations in the aforementioned
lists is regrettable* The wisdom of including titles that
are definitely out-of-date, such as Our Little Burmese
Cousin and When I Was A Boy In Roumanla la also question-
able* Also open to query is the inclusion of a book that
might arouse prejudice such as The Pickaninny Twins or
Young Tra.1an * the former because of the use of the term
"pickaninny which is anathema to many Negroes, and the
latter because of the distasteful references to Jews made
by Ignorant peasant characters in the story*
9* St. Louis Publio Library, Compiler, International
Understanding Through Children's Books* St* Louis* St.
Louis Fublic Library, 1943. Pp. 4*
10* 3t. Louis Public Library, Compiler, World Friend-
ship Through Children's Books. (Fourth edition, revised.)
3t. Louis j 3t. Louis Public Library, 1928* Pp*5*
r
The need for a carefully selected bibliography of anno-
tated titles that might be recommended for interoultural e-
ducatlon became more and more apparent as more bibliogra-
phies were examined and found wanting*
The criteria for selection of titles for the lists
The decision to compile such a list was followed almost
immediately by the realisation of the need for formulating
oertain criteria for measuring the books to be considered
for the list* i&xperlenoe has shown librarians Mho work
with children that the books most likely to promote the
spirit of goodwill are not neaessarlly those written with
that intention, that "the books which are best loved by
children and therefore those which exert the greatest in-
fluence upon them are those written not from the standpoint
of propaganda* •••••••• ••but those written as true pictures
11.
of life". Furthermore, as a children's librarian, whose
wery profession oommits her to recommending only that liter-
ature which is gpod and worthwhile, the compiler determined
at the outset to include only such children's books as were
recognized as possessing literary merit* At the same time,
she realized that careful consideration must also be given
to the matter of format, which often, from the children's
standpoint at least, is the determining factor as to whether
11* Blanche Weber, Children 1 s Books and International
Goodwill i Report and Book List, r.B* Geneva, Switzerland:
International Bureau of Education, 1929*

the book will be read or whether it will be left standing on
the shelf unwanted. It is only after a book has met the
compilers requirements of literary quality and format that
it is evaluated for its particular contribution to a program
of intercultural education* After due deliberation, the
standards for each of these three topics: (1) literary qua-
lity, (2)format and (S)value to an intercultural education
program— were formulated*
Before discussing these criteria, the writer wishes to
express her indebtedness to those book selection exports,
especially to Miss Alios M. Jordan, former Supervisor of
Work with Children in the Boston Public Library, to Kiss
Anne Carroll Moore, former Supervisor of Work with Children
in the New York Fublio Library, and to Miss Helen £• Haines,
author of the definitive book on book seleotion, Living With
12*
Books m whose wide experience and wisdom have contributed
much toward the formation of her own judgment of the factors
that go to make up a good book in general*
The factor of price is omitted from further discussion
in this paper because it is not the intention of the writer
to Include on her list any expensive volumes, that is, any
book which costs more than three and one-half dollars, lest
the expense deter either teachers or librarians from the
12* Helen S. Haines, Living With Books : The Art of Book
Selection* University Studies in Library Service, No* 2*
Hew York i Columbia University Press, 1935* Fp* xiv 1 505*
10.
r
11.
purchase of the titles on the proposed list*
It la not always possible or feasible to set up numeri-
oal measurements for the evaluation of literature, there-
fore, the procedure adopted for compiling this list was to
enumerate the criteria and to measure each book for each of
the criteria named, grading the book not numerically but ac-
cording to the following system:
w Jixoellent, outstanding, or present to great extent*
/ - Pair, average, or present to moderate extent.
0 9 Very poor, lacking in criterion named.
Questions bearing on each criterion are proposed in order to
help one arrive at a conclusion as to whether or not the
book under consideration possesses the qualities which the
compiler has found to be desirable in children's books for
intorculturel education.
Inasmuch as this list is intended for use with children,
it was deoided to consider the question of format first.
Prom the standpoint of both the children's librarian and the
young reader, the matter of format is extremely important,
for to appeal to young readers, "children's books must look
13.
interesting outside and inside" or else they are likely to
be overlooked or ignored. War-time restrictions and limita-
tions on materials for book production prompt one to qualify
15. Anne Carroll Moore, "Modern Tendencies In Books for
Children," in Linda A. Eastman and Others, Children's Libra-
ry Yearbook. Number One, p, 25. Chicago* American Library
Association, 1929.
(
12*
>
somewhat the high pre-Pearl Harbor standards for binding,
margins, paper and illustrations* However, even in spite ot
war-time shortages and government regulations, many publish-
ers are trying to produce as attractive children's books as
can possibly be produced under the trying olrouinstances*
The war may require one to relax somewhat the high standards
for children's books, but the war must not be used as a pre-
tense for forsaking standards entirely*
At least six faotors enter into the consideration of
format for children's books* These faotors includes (1)
size, U) binding, (3) paper, (4) typography, (5) margins
and (b) illustrations* The discussion of format in books
for children may well be prefaoed by Mis° Jordan's admoni-
tion, n3inoe the format of a book should be determined by
its character and purpose, it cannot follow altogether fixed
rules, nor can the observer say definitely whether children
14.
prefer one sise and shape more than another* 1 '
To reiterate, the questions proposed for each criterion
are merely suggestions to help one evaluate the book under
consideration for the criterion in question* It may be that
not all the questions may be applicable to the particular
volume, but surely some of the questions may help to clari-
fy the thinking of the examiner*
14* Alioe H* Jordan, "Trie Ideal Book from the Stand-
point of the Children's Librarian, "in Charles A* Finger and
Others* Children's Library Yearbook, Number Three, p* £0*
Chicagoi American Library Association, 1931*
r
13.
The factors to be considered regarding the topic of for-
mat In grading a book for this list are as follows
s
(1) olzes Is It average? Small? Oversized? Easily
handled?
(2) Bindings Is It durable? Flexible? Attractive?
Suited to content?
(3) Papers Is the texture opaque? Durable? Is the
color easy on the eyes, or Is there a harm-
ful or annoying glare?
(4) Typography! Is It clear? Legible? Well-spaced?
Well-leaded? Large enough for the readers
for whom the book Is Intended?
(5) Margins s Are they well-proportioned, or are they
too narrow? Too wide? Confusingly deoora-
ted?
(6) Illustrations s What are the Illustrator's quali-
fications for Illustrating the book? Are
the Illustrations clear! Well produced?
Are the drawing, design and coloring well
done? Are the Illustrations appealing to
children?
The second Important group of factors In the analysis
of books for an lntercultural reading list pertains to lite-
rary quality. In this group there are also six factors to
merit attention. These factors and questions to be scru-
tinized from the standpoint of literary quality are as fol-
lows:
(1) Appeal to children! Is the book popular V Head-
able? Or Is It limited In ap-
peal? Definitely displeasing?
(2) Plots Is It original? Probable? In*
terestlng? True to life? Or
Is it hackneyed? Involved?
Slight? Sensational \ Melo-
dramatic?
(
14.
(3) Style* la it distinctive If Beautiful*
Dignified? Well written? Ap-
propriate? Effective? Or is it
fair? Mediocre? Slovenly?
Crude?
(4) Characterizations la it clear? Convincing'* Di-
rect? Do the characters come a-
live? Or are they conventional?
Stereotyped? Unconvincing?
(5) Setting and authenticity of material! Is it vividly
Accurate? Authoritative? Re-
liable? Or la it odorless?
Faulty 't
(6) ufreot and ethical influences Is it wholesome?
Stimulating? . Inspiring \ i^nter-
taining? Satisfying 'i Desirable
for age for whioh it is intend-
ed? Is the line between riajht
and wrong drawn clearly accord-
ing to the aooepted ethical val-
ues of the oommunity? Or is it
pernicious? Sordid? Trashy?
Dull? Moralizing? Uncertain?
Depressing?
To substantiate the writer's own Judgment of the lite-
rary merit of a given book, an effort was made to find out
if the book in question had been included in any recog-
nized standard lists of books desirable for young people*
These standard lista include such sources as the Children's
15, 16,
Catalog. the Horn Book. and The Right Book for the Right
17.
Child,
15. Slri Andrews and Others, Compilers, Children's
Catalog, (Sixth edition, revised.) New York s H. W.
Wilson Co., 1941. Pp. xl 4 1114.
16. Horn Book Magazine . Bostont The Book 3hop, 270
BoyIs ton Street. Bimonthly.
17. Mary 3. Wilkinson and Others, The Rlafrt Book for
the Right ChiId s A Graded Buying List of Children's Books.
Mow lorks John Day Co., 1933. Pp. xxv 4 r<57.
(\
Having satisfied the requirements of format and lite-
rary merit, a book must then be evaluated for Its particu-
lar oontributlon to a program in int eroultural education.
The book under consideration must be examined in the li^ht
of the following topics in order to determine the Justifi-
cation for including it on an interoultural reeding list*
(1) Author's qualifications for writing in this fields
Is he qualified to *;rite in this
field? What is his background?
Education? Experience? Special
preparation for writing this
book? Does he understand tho-
roughly the group or customs of
which he writes
t
(2) Freedom from tendencies promoting distrust and en-
mity! Is it free from animosity? Biad?
Chauvinism! Ridicule? Hatred?
Intolerance'; Distortion^ Ex-
aggeration? Difficult dialect?
Unpleasant epithets? Undue em-
phasis on differences of race,
creed or nationality \ Patroni-
sing? Superiority of one race,
creed or nationality over anoth-t
er? Are the illustrations ac-
curate and free from caricature
1
(3) Positive contribution to interoultural educations
Does it emphasise normal, every-
day living showing similarities
with other groups? Does it give^
an accurate picture of the group
or customs portrayed! Will it
tend to develop desirable atti-
tudes of respeot, understanding,
and appreciation for the pro-
blems, background or contribu-
tion of the group portrayed?
Does it promote a more kindly
feeling toward the group?
Having graded eaoh book for the qualities enumerated
above, the compiler's next step was to decide upon the de
f
sirabllity for adding the book to the list* It may be wall
at thla point to add that the grades assigned for each cri-
terion are not to be regarded on a baals of percentage or
relative values when computing the total result* Actually,
most of the undesirable material will have been eliminated
through a sifting process by the time the third category of
criteria is reached, for it is not the intention of the
compiler to include on the final list any book which is un-
attractive in format or lacking in literary merit, regard-
less of its special merit from tho standpoint of Intercul-
tural education* For example, there may be novas leaders in
intercultural eduoation who would question the omission of
18.
the much publicized Keystone Kids by John R. Tunis from
the reading list on intercultural education for children.
Mr. Tuni3 f s earlier writings demonstrate convincingly his
literary ability and his earnest effort to promote the demo-
cratic way of life. However, although Keystone Kids has an
admirable theme and a stirring meseage, it is omitted from
the list for two reasons. In his endeavor to portray base-
ball players realistically, Mr. Tunis has perhaps overdrawn
the Jargon of baseball players to such an extent that par-
ents and teachers of English m £it well question the effect
of such misspelling, mispronunciation and grammatical errors
on immature minds, liven though the story is interspersed
18. John R. Tunis, Keystone Kids . New Yorkt Harcourt,
Brau and Co., 1241. Pp. 845.

17.
with some of Tunis* a finest writing, the volume ould ho
hardly desirable from the standpoint of ths English depart-
ment. The second criticism arises from the dubiously ethi-
cal inolusion of a poker gambling episode, to which parents
and teachers may object*
Of course, to use the words of Helen Haines, "Only a
masterpiece would possess all the desired qualifications,"
or in terms of the writer's plan, merit a V" for each item.
Some "x's" are to bo expected. The appearance of s "0",
however, is to be viewed with concern, us It may veil indi-
cate a serious deterrent toward the possibility of includ-
ing the given book on the list, ouch a book must receive
careful examination to determine whether or not the lack of
the criterion in question is sufflently significant to war-
rant the omission of the volume. For example, as Augusta
Baiter points out, "In Hilde garde Swift's stirring and in-
20.
spiring rtailroad to Freedom , epithets are used but an ex-
21.
cellent explanation is given at the end of the book."
According to the criteria listed above, the item "Freedom
from tendencies promoting distrust and enmity" would re-
ceive a "0". However, in view of the exoellent score on
the other items and the inclusion of the explanation, the
19. Helen 3. Haines, Living; *l th Books, p,^33. New
Yorki Columbia University Press, 1955,
20. Hilde garde H. Svdft, Railroad to Freedom. New
York! Haroourt, Brace and Co., 1932. Pp,
21. Augusta Baker, "Reading for Democracy," ft 11son
14Arary Bulletin, X¥XXI (October, 1P431, no/
(
book would be considered acceptable for the list*
22*
On the other hand, Katharine Worth's The Middle Button ,
which reoelved an excellent rating on virtually every score
under format and literary quality, would be rejected, be-
cause it received "0" for both the second and third cri-
teria under "Value for Intercultural Education", namely,
"Freedom from tendencies promoting distrust and enmity" and
"Positive contribution to intercultural education". These
"O's" indicate the unpleasant, unredeemed effect of the em-
phasis on the shiftlessness and squalor of a poor Negro
family* Such emphasis is entirely undesirable on a list
Intended to promote goodwill*
The use of a yardstick to evaluate children's books has
its merits, but in the final analysis one must agree with
Miss Jordan that "No so-called scientific plan of grading
and evaluating books can in any measure take the place of
first-hand knowledge on the part of the person who has the
23.
selection of books in hand*" The final evaluation of a
book must rest on the compiler's judgment*
VI • The procedure used in compiling the listi
As for the actual method used to procure titles for the
list, several avenues of approach were utilized* First,
the writer considered those books which she had already
£2* Katharine Viorth, The Mlddlo Button* Hew York:
Doubleday, Doran and Co*, 1942* ~ Pp* 274*
23*. Alioe M* Jordan, "The Children's Librarian's
Problem in Book Selection," in Sarah 0* N, Bogle and
Others, Children's Library Yearbook, Number Two, p* 88,
Chioagot AmerToan Library Association, 1930*
16«
\«
found useful in her aork with young people both in regular
library activities and in special book club groups. Various
children's librarians were asked to contribute suggestions
and additions* Other titles were gleaned from catalogues,
articles on interoultural education and bibliographies, of
which a complete list Is given in the appendix* These books
were then carefully read in the light of the criteria named
above* As a further check on the validity of the compiler's
Judgment in the choice of titles for the list, the follow-
ing sampling of twenty-five titles from the writer's tenta-
tive list was sent to a dozen children's librarians of var-
ied professional background in the Boston Public Library,
asking them to evaluate the titles, using the same criteria
and symbols used by the compiler* These children's libra-
rians graded the sampling Independently and sent their pa-
pers back to the compiler*
The results were very interesting, in that th^re was so
little variation in the papers* In fact, there was virtu-
ally unanimity of agreement on each book, not only between
the children's librarians but also with the compiler, who
had previously measured each of the twenty-five titles ac-
cording to the same oheck-list* The ch^ok-llst sent to the
Children's librarians was the same as that used by the writ-
er except that limitations of size of paper necessitated a
condensation in the number of questions accompanying the
criteria* However, an effort was made to include the mo«t
f(
20,
important questions, and the actual criteria ware identi-
cal in number and phraseology with the set usod toy the
writer*
It was satisfying to note the predominance of Vs" as
Compared with the sprinkling of "x'a" and paucity of "O^",
the latter assigned for the most part to books with the ner
war format, published in compliance with government direct*
ivos governing book manufacture during the present emergen*
cy. Of the twenty-five books used in the questionnaire,
THE LEViiL LAND, TiURiiSITA OP TUB VALLEY and INCIDENT IN
YQrtKVILLii appeared in the new format. It was inevitable
that when evaluated by the same criteria used for the pre-
war publications, the books In wartime format would be
found relatively lacking. This Is a oondition over which
one has little control. Present circumstances necessitate
a more lenient attitude than heretofore, especially when
the publisher has done his utmost to produce as attractive
a volume as is possible under existing regulations.
In a few instances "O's" wore assigned to ricture book*
for their large size. As compared with the more conven-
tional si led volume for older children, the picture book ie
oversized and sometimes presents a shelving problem for
children's librarians, especially for those who find them-
selves with immovable shelves. This faot explains the oc-
casional "0" assigned to BIHH OL^i, FACO 9018 TO fSB PAIR
and MIKI. Kxperienoe has shown, however, that little

children enjoy the large pieture book and that in most cir-
cles the large picture book Is accepted without question as
desirable library material*
In a fen oases grades are lacking because the graders
were not familiar with the title in question* Such omis-
sions have been indicated in the check-list summaries bj the
symbol w
_% These omissions, however, were not of suffi-
cient frequency to seriously influence the final analysis*
The writer is Indeed grateful to the children's libra-
rians who so generously contributed their time and judgment
to checking the sampling*

NAME:
DIRECTIONS: Using the symbols indicated,
grade these books for the criteria
named below:
v — Excellent, present to greet extent.
x = Fair, average, present to 6ome
extent.
O ~ Very poor, lacking in criterion.
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FORMAT:
1. Size: Is it easily handled?
2. Binding: Is it durable? Attractive?
Suited to content?
3. Paper: Is it opaque? Durable? Is
the color easy on the eyes?
4. Typography: Is it clear? Legible?
Large enough for readers for whom
book is intended?
1
5. Margins: Are they well-proportioned?
b. Illustrations: Are they clear? Well
drawn? Appropriate for text? Ap-
pealing to children? (
\
LITERARY QUALITY:
1. Appeal to children: Is it popular?
2. Plot: Is it original? Probable?
Interesting? True to life?
3. Style: Is it distinctive? Effeative?
Appropriate?
4. Characterization: Is it clear?
Alive? Convincing?
5. Setting and authenticity of material:
Is it vivid? Authoritative? Re-
liable?
6. Effect and ethical influence: Is it
wholesome* Stimulating? Inspiring?
Desirable for young people? Is the
line between right and wrong drawn
clearly?
VALUE FOR INTERCULTURAL EDUCATION:
1. Author's qualifications for writing
in this field: What is his background?
Education? Experience?
2. Freedom from tendencies promoting dis-
trust and enmity: Is it free from
animosity? Bias? Chauvinism? Diffi-
cult dialect? Patronizing? Emphasis
on differences? Ridicule?
3. Positive contribution to interculturel
education: Does it give an accurate
picture of the group portrayed? Does
it show similarities with other
groups? Does it increase respect,
understanding or appreciation for
problems, background or contributions
of group portrayed?

SUKMARI33 OP CHiiCK LIST TABULATIONS

v ^= Excellent, present to great extent.
X rs Fair, average, present to some extent.
O a Very poor, lacking in criterion.
FORMAT:
1. Size: Is it easily handled?
2. Binding: Is it durable? Attractive?
—
S
uited' to content?
3. Paper: Is it opaque? Durable? Is the
~~ coTTr easy on the eyes?
4. Typography: Is it clear? legible?
Large enough for readers for whom
book is int*nrie.fi*
5. Margins: Are they well-proportioned?
6. I llus trations : Are they clear? Well
Irawn? Appropriate for text? Appealin
to children?
LITERARY QUALITY:
1. Appeal to children^ Is it popular?
2. Plot : Is it original? Probable?
Interesting? Trnft tn liffi?
3. Style: Is it distinctive? Effective?
Appropri pit.n?
4. Characterization : Is it clear? Alive?
Convincing?
5. Set ti ng_anji__8^J^enticJ^y
fs'Tt vivid? Authoritative? "Reliable?
6. Effect and ethical influence : Is it
wholesome? Stimulating? Inspiring?
Desirable for young people? Is the
line between right end wrong drawn
clearly?
VALUE FOR IHTERCULTURAL EDUCATION:
1. Author's qualifications for writing in
this fYeTdT What iVhis background?
Educatio~n? Experience?
2. Freedom from tej^encij9s_pjrojn^
t ru s t and Tnmi ty :_ " I s" ~i t free from
animosity? Bias? Chauvinism? Difficul
dialect? Patronizing? Emphasis on
differences? Ridicule?
3. Posi ti ve contribution to intercultural
education: Does it give en accurate
pTcture of the group portrayed? Does
it show similarities with other
groups? Does it increase respect,
understanding or appreciation for pro
blems, background or contributions of
group portrayed?
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A MOTS TO TSACH&Ri t
Since the list, INTRODOCINS TOW NittOJino.o, is intend-
ed for use by children as ell os vith children, the com-
piler has refrained from labeling the books for particular
grades. Library experience with children has demonstrated
the inadvisability at times of designating specific grades
for children's books. Too ofton, grade labeling has a
limiting effect, giving children the impression that the
usefulness of a given volume is restricted to the speci-
fied grade. Yst, often vzhen interested, children v ill read
books beyond their grade.
Instead of designating the book by definite grada, the
compiler has endeavored to Indicate the general reading
difficulty and level of interest by the use of an asterisk,
before books which have been found to be most useful
with older boys and girls of the seventh, eighth and ninth
grades.
The terms picture book
,
reader
,
simple , or for the young
reader have been used in the annotations describing books
v/hioh have been found to be most successful wlt^ little
ohildren of the first, second and third grades.

II I rRODU C |Rt> _Y 01. . MEIQHB OR
"Our earth is but a smell star in the ^reat uni-
verse. Yet of it we can make, if we choose, a planet
unvexed by war, untroubled by hvnger or fear, undivid-
ed by senseless distinctions of race, color or theory.
Grant us that courage and farseeing to begin this task
today th9t our children and our children* p children
may be proud of the name of man.
"
Stephen Vincent BenetJ PRAYER FOR
THE UNITED NATIONS. Christian
Science Monitor. Nov. £C. 194i.
4
26.
hliUCANS HVKHY ONE
"This is tha land here hate should die-
No feuds of faith, no arisen of race,
No darkly brooding fear should try
Beneath our flag to find a place.
Lol every people here hes sent
Its sons to nnsuer freedom's call:
Their llfeblood Is the strong cement
Thtt t-ullds an-3 ^lnds the nation 1 p vail.
This is the land where hate should die-
Thou^: deer to me my faith and shrine,
I serve my country '*ell -hen I
Respect beliefs thit are not mine.
He little lovea his land .ho'd fast
Upon his neighbor's fnith a doubt,
Or oit the rongs of ages past,
From present rights to' bar him out.
This is the land -here hate should die-
This Is the land -here strife should cense,
here durk, suspicious fear should fly
Before ur flag of light and pence.
Then let us pur^e of poisoned thought
That service to :ne state e give,
/*nd so be * orthy, as v-e ourht,
Of the sreut land in hich W9 live!"
Denis A. McCarthy: THIS IS TK
HA?;-; SHOULD DIE. Copyri^i
Little, Bro n !-nd Compf-ny.
ID ' HERE
<<
127.
AMERICANS EVERY ONE
Abeita, Louise
I AM A RJEBLO INDIAN GIRL.
Morrow. 1939.
-J1.75
Beautiful pictures by Indian artists accompany this
true account of Indian Ufa by a young Indian girl.
Albert, Edna
LITTLiv PILGRIM TO F^NH«3 700D3.
Longmans. 1950. $2.00
Sollnda Reinhard was only a little girl when sh« left
Germany with her family to find a new home in colonial
Pennsylvania.
*Allee, Marjorie H.
THE GREAT TRADITION.
Houghton. 19^'7. $Z.00
College life and cooperative living with a group of
research students at the University of Chiongo.
"Allee, Marjorie H.
TiiE HOUSE.
Houghton. 1944. .00
The Joys and problems that befall a group of young folks
of several races studying at the University of Chicago
and living in a oo- operative house.
Allee, Marjorie H.
oUSANWA AND TRISTRAM.
Houston. 1929 >fc.00
A daring young Quaker girl defios dangor in her effort
to help the Underground Railroad.
* Allen, Adam
N^i . BROOMS EXPERIMENT.
Lipplnoott. 1944* i.CG
A 4-H Olub story in hich to city boys vho spond the
summer on a farm learn much about scientific dairying
and help to break do»n racial prejudice.
Angelo, Valentl
GOLDEN GATE.
Viking. 1939. $2.00
Books for older boys and girls.
((
A little Italian Immigrant's impressions of his first
year in a wonderful America* Sequel to NINO*
Angelo, Valenti
HILL OP LZTTL& MIRACLES.
Viking. 1942. $2*00
Life on Telegraph Hill In 3nn Francisco among friendly
neighbors of many nationalities »»ho h*)lp Rioco, the lame
hoy, to use his legs*
Angelo, Valenti
FAR*.DI3fci VALLKY.
Viking. 1940. 12.00
The Nevada desert was an exciting place to Fedro, a
feexican boy, whose father was railroad section hand
and hose uncle hud a sheep ranch.
Angelo, Valenti
TO£ R003TER CLUB.
Viking. 1944. :fc»00
Nino gets involved in the funniest predicaments when
he Joins the Rooster Club Boy Scouts as the youngest
member.
Armer, Laura A.
dark oihclk op branches,
Longn- ns* 1933. 9 :\>0
A Havaho Indian story at the time when Kit Carson's
troops exiled eight-year-old rta Nal and his trlbr, but
after four years Ma *ai returned to Arizona where his
uncle taught him to be a medicine man.
Arnold, Adelaide W.
A SON OF TBI PIRST FliOFL*.
Maoalllan. 1940. 32.00
iukut is a California Indian boy of today, torn bet-
ween a loyalty to his p-ople and the nsw ways of the
white man.
Ashmun, Margaret
3U3IK iUaARBKST.
Houghton. 1930. §2.00
The real name of the little daughter of German immi-
grants was 'Susie 3iegefried", but the children called he]
*3usie Sugarbeet' because hep father was a beet-grower.
(
^Bonet, Laura
THJc HIDDEN VALLL.Y.
Dodd. 1938. |fl«00
An adventure story of Yoaemlte Valley h-sr? in the
lG40's Seth Beatley met an Indian bdy with whom he be-
came fost friends.
Eennstt, Richard
tfXSTBB OLs.
Doubled
-y. 1940. .1.00
The O'Brien family on Puget Sound find the old Swedish
seilor »lth his dog and to monkeys a rather unusual
nel ;hbor.
Dontemp s , Arna
SAD-FACliD BOY.
Houghton. 1937, i2.00
Th'i trausing dventuros of Slumber end his t o brothers
when Lhey hitch-hike from Alabama to No York.
Bradley, Benjamin
N*3RG BUILDERS AND HkHOaS.
University of North Carolina. 1987. ?3 # 00
Brief sketches of famous Amorioan Negro men and women
in the arts .no sciences, professions and sports, his-
tory and literature.
Bromhall, Winifred
JOHANNA ARRIVES,
Knopf. 19a, :i.:5
America seemed a strange land to a shy little Dutch
girl until skating timj nrrived.
Buff, Mary K.
DANCING CLOUD.
Viking. 1937. T*00
A lovely picture book ot Present day Indian life as
seen through the experiences of Dancing Cloud and his
sister Lost Tooth.
Chin, 3tanley nd Fo. lor, Virginia
T 0 LANDS FO* MINO.
ocribner f s. 1945. IfttQO
Though brought up in the village of Six To ns in China

30.
Kv»ok- Ming is an American oitli ?n and at last comes to San
Pranclaoo.
Clark, Ann N #
LITTLE NAVAJO .iLtj^uXiiD,
Viking* 194S. ^•00
A present-day Indian story about Doll, ho lived In a
hogan, her Tether, ho made silver Jewelry, and her mother,
who *ov ) beautiful blankets.
Condon, lielen
CO'BiiJLLS FOh i'OliaiiT-^ii-NOT.
Nelson. *1*50* 1942.
Porget-Mo-NDt #as a calf ho belonged to yovng Warti,
*.ho had oome from Switzerland to live on a fnrr in t'iohi-
gan*
Cournoa, J hn
A BOY JOhN.
acribnor'a. 19)1. il.75
The true .story of a Russian immigrant boy ho sold
no-'Sp^pors in Ihiiedelphia to help support his frnnily*
Credle, .,11 is
FLOF- iiAKkD HOUHD*
Oxford. 19:<8* ^,00
A mischievous hound dog adopts a lonely little Negro
and finally persuades his folks to allow it to stay.
Credle, aIIIb
LITTLri JliiiJfc>S H£NHY*
Nelson. 1936. §1*50
A olrous story about a little boy -ho earned the money
lor his ticket three times*
Cuthbert, Marion
wji SINO AttiSRICA*
Friendship* 1936* 1.0C
The contributions of the Negro to American life*
Dalgliesh, Alice
AttottlQA BUILDS HOMSSf The story of the first colonies.
Sorlbner's* 1936* ^1*60
/. simple but oolorful account of the e- rly cottiers of

Virginia, New England, New Netherlands and Pennyslvanla.
Dalgliesh, Alice
TH£ SIVrW PENCIL.
Scribner's. 1944. $2.50
A career story of a British girl from Trinidad who
conies to America to study kindergarten teaching at
Qeneseo and Columbia, hut decides to become a writer.
Davis , Lavinia
AMERICANS iiVERY ONE,
Doubleday. 1942, $1.50
Short stories about foreign-born boys and girls In
America today*
De Angeli, Marguerite
ELIN'S AMI£RIKA«
Doubleday. 1941. $2.00
A lonely little Swedish girl in the Delaware colony
longed for a playmate.
Do Angeli, Marguerite
Of THE HILL.
Doubleday. 1942. $2.00
The oolorful customs of many nationalities are des-
cribed in this story of Aniela, a little Polish girl,
and her artist brother in a mining town In Pennsylvania*
De Angeli, Marguerite
YONIK V.0NDKRNO3E.
Doubleday. 1944. 72.00
Because hl3 juriosity \as so great, a seven-year-old
Pennsylvania Dutch boy wa3 nicknamed " ondernose".
Deutsoh, Bnbette
the aLCOM^;.
Harper. 1942 #2.00
A modern school story of a thoughtless American boy,
Thursty, who gradually came to understand Ernst Keller,
a German refugee boy.
Dunbar, Paul
LITTL& BRO N BABY: Poems for young people.
Dodd. 1940. #1.50
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Twenty-five favorite children 1 s poems "by a great
American Negro poet.
Dupraix, Lily
Pedro, nino and ferrito.
Harper. 1939. $2.00
A large, gay picture book of New Mexico, telling how
Pedro, Nino and their dog Ferrito celebrate the fiesta
of San Francisco.
Dyett, James G.
PROM SEA TO SHINING SEA.
Oxford. 1943. fcb.dO
Beautiful photographs of Americans today at -ork, at
play, at vorship.
Ernest, Edward
HECTOR: The old clothes collector.
Longmans. 1941. $1.60
Hector was a wonderful singer, but it took Angel o the
monkey and Picolo the pony and a little pirl to help the
old clothes collector attain suoress.
Estes, Eleanor
THE HUNDRED DRESSES.
Haroourt, 1944. 62.50
When Wanda claimed she had one hundred dresses, the
class thought the little Polish-American girl wo3 lying,
but was she?
Evans, Eva K.
ARAMINTA.
Putnam. 1935. $2.00
A little Negro girl has many adv^ntur^s hen she goes
to visit her grandmother in the country.
Evans, Eva K.
JEROME ANTHONY.
Putnam. 1936. $2.00
Araminta's friend from the country finds the city a
fasoinating place vhen he visits his aunt in Atlanta.
Evans, Eva K.
KEY CORNER.
Putnam. 1938. $2,00
I.
A new teacher brings many changes for the boys and
girls in the little Negro Tillage of Key Corner, Georgia*
*Ewen, David
THS STORY OF &&CR9B 3KRSHMN,
Holt. 1943, $2.50
An absorbing biography of e favorite modern composer
of New York*
Eyre, Katherine
SUSAN'S SAFIi HARBOR.
Oxford. 194*. $1.75
Susan was -unhappy when dwindling finances caused her
parents to move to a poorer neighborhood near Fisherman's
Wharf in Sr-n Francisco, but her disappointment was short-
lived as she becam? friends with the Pezzclla family
downstairs*
.Fast, Howard
HAYM SALOMON, SON OF LIBERTY.
Messner. 1941* $£.50
A great Jewish patriot during the trying days of the
Revolution devoted his life and fortune to the cause of
American freedom*
^Felsen, Oregor
SUBMARINE SAILOR*
Dutton* 1943* |*W50
A thrilling spy story of a loyal Japanese- American who
offered his life to obtain information for the "merican
government*
*Fernald, Holen 0*
JOKATII I N * 8 DOOR 3TEF
•
Longmans* 1949* *2*25
Financial reverses threaten the loss of the historical
Thacher homestead, but the house plays an important role
in helping Caroline Cornelia Thacher and a group of re-
fugees to realize the meaning of America and to establish
the International Youth Movement for orld peace.
dates, Doris
TBM BLUK W2LL0V*
Viking. 1940. $2.00
The atory of Janey Larkin, the daughter of n migrptory
*
worker, her friendship with Lupe Homero, I Mexiccn girl,
and the realization of Janey ! s dream of a permanent home
for her family and the treasured blue \ illow plate.
•Oollomc, Joseph
THAT X&AZ AT LINCOLN HIGH.
Macmillan. 1918. 61.75
A rioh boy leaves priv.ota school to nttmd a large cos-
mopolitan high school in New York.
*Oollomb, Joseph
DP It CITY HIGH.
Haroourt. 1945. $£.00
Tha fight against prejudice and intolerance in s M*0t
city hi :h 3ohool.
*0rah3'n, Shirley and Lipscomb, George
DR. QiiOKO.j. ^ASHIUaTOW CAKViiR.
M^3snir« 1944.
The true story of a greet Negro scientist and his anas-
ing plant discoveries.
*Or«y, Elizabeth J.
USOiiY MACINTOSH.
Doubleday. 1930, $2.00
An exciting t?ile of romance and advontura about a
aootoh girl vdio ran "way from . dinbur^h to North Carolina
in 1775. [\
Hark, *nn
TH£ 6T0HY OF THri rr.NH .YLVAII A DDTCH.
Herpor. 1942. 41.00
a colorful account of the contributions of the Pennsyl-
vania Dutch poo* 1(3 to American culture.
Hayes, Florence
H0.>H-KI Th u HaVaJO.
Random. 1943. £•00
An Arimona Indian boy goes to the white man 1 a school.
Hayvsood, Carolyn
YrX 1 liiiO'SE DAY
•
Haroourt. 1942. -2.CO
school in »ange to Worry rrirarose
1
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Ramsay, who had come from England to live with her aunt..
Holberg, Ruth and Holberg, iU chard
OLOfcCiiSTfift BOY.
Doubleday. 1940* $1*00
His mother wanted him to bo « mailman, but Manuel
Madleros, a brave little Portuguese- American boy, final-
ly obtained her permission to become a fisherman.
< Hughes, Langston
THi DREAM Kii3PER AND OTIiaR FOiiMS.
Knopf* 1937* $£.50
An attractive collection of poems by a modern Negro*
Jones, Elizabeth 0.
MAMINKA'3 CHILDilaH.
Maomlllan. 1940* $2.00
Nanka, Marianka and Hozicheck are the children in this
Jolly Bohemian family in America.
Jordan, Mildred
THis SHOO-FLY PIJbU
Knopf. ;>2.00. 1944.
The harder Debby tried to prove she was not too young"
the more trouble she found herself in until she baked a
truly perfect Pennyslvanla Dutch shoo- fly pie.
ttJudson, Clara
THfciY CAMa PROM FRANCE.
Hougnton. 1943. $i>.«00
The Remy family came to New Orleans in 1743 with the
intention of returning to France as soon as they had
earned enou h money, but they grew to like New Orlenns
too much to leave it.
Judson, Clara
THiiY CAkj. FROM SCOTLAND.
Hou ^hton. 1944. #2.00
After many mishaps on rout'i/and separation frorc his
family, Bruoe M oOregor, a Scotch immigrant boy, finally
reaohed his fam ly in Indianapolis only to learn that
his relatives had mysteriously disappeared.
Judson, Clara
THEY CAMh FROM 3v;&DKN.
Houston. 1942* $2.00

A pioneer story of the Larssons, a Swedish immigrant
family of Wisconsin and Minnesota.
Justus, May
MR. s 0:10c;
Double day.
ft AMD COMPANY.
40. ^.00
Joe Purdy, a mountain boy, accompanied Dave Hunter in
his search for old songs and ballads among the Tennessee
mountain people.
Kahmenn, Mable
:;INFU AMD THE LIT I'L^ 3YI3Y COAT.
Random. 1940. vk.CO
Ho a little gypsy girl finally persuaded her grand-
mother to alio- her to have a pet goat.
Lang, Don
ON THE DARK OP THE MOON.
Oxford. 1943. £2.00
A small Negro boy and his pet raccoons on a Maryland
farm.
Lattimore, Eleanor P.
JUNIOR, A COLORED BOY OF CHARLESTON.
Hercourt. 19Z.C. ^£.CC
/. humorous story of a little boy '3 efforts to e^rn
some money.
Lawson, Robert
THEY WERE 3TR0IJ0 AND OOOD.
Viking. 1940. 01.50
The 3 tor the ancestors of most Americans.
Ledorer, Charlotte
YANK0 IN AiiERICA.
Crov.ell. 1943. $2.00
A school story of a Czech family ^ho come to America.
Lov^l ce, Maud H.
OVER THE BIO KILL.
Cro*ell. 1943. $2.00
Butsy, Tacy and Tib make friends • ith a Syrian colony.
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MoMoekin, Isabel
JOURHK? CAKIS*
Mo 8 snap* 194^.
Despite hardships and opposition, Juba, a free Negro
woman, safely led the six motherless 3h drow children
through the Kentucky wilderness to thrsir father* a new
home*
Malkus, Allda S«
STONE KNIFE BOY.
Harcourt. 1933. ,2.GO
Chia, an Indian boy of the Tao3 Pueblo, helps to bring
about the capture of oattle thieves.
Maloy, Lois and Dalgliush, Alioe
WOODEN SHOES IN AKERIC4.
^oribnor's. 1940. $1.75
Child life among the Dutch settlers of New *mgt«rdpm.
Marshall, Helen L.
A NE< MiiXIC T . BOY.
Holiday. 1940. $2.00
The life and oustoms of the Spanish-Amori can people of
He v. Mexico as seen throu.oh the eyes of young Pnncho.
*Keana f Florence C.
THE MOVED-OUTERJ,
Houston. 1945. C£»00
Following the attuok on Fearl Harbor, Sue Ohsra, a
young Japaneso-Amerlcan girl, and her fam ly were forced
to leave their comfortable California homo for o Reloca-
tion Center.
Means t Florence 0.
RAIT.'BO v bKIDOE.
Friendship. 1934. il.50
Haruko and hor brother find America an interesting
place when they come from Japan with their father, who
wished to study in an American hospital.
*Means, Florence C.
TANGLED W.TEKS.
Houghton. 1936. $8*00
Altolie, a Navajo Indian girl, tries to adjust herself
to the ways of tine vhlte awn at the gorernment schools

«Meana, Florence C.
TERS3ITA OF THK VALLffiT.
Houghton. 1943* $2.00
A modern atory of a Spanish-Amerloan girl in a Denver
high school*
*Means, Florence C.
WHISPERING GIRL,
Hou -nton. 1941* $2.00
A mystery for older girls of present-day Hori Indian
life.
Newell, Hora
CINDER IKE.
Nelson. 1942. ?1.75
While Father was working In a Pennaylvanla mine, tfaeve
and her brother Domot invoked an old Irirh' chrrm and
aura enough, a fairy appeared to bring them adventure and
good fortune.
Newell, Hope
STSPPIN .AND FAMILY.
Oxford. 1942. $2.00
A Negro boy of Harlem realises his ambition to become
a r^-feaalonal tap-danoor by becoming a protegee of Bill
fioalnsott
Nolen, £•
SHIPMENT FOR SUSANNAH*
Nelson. 1938. lie00
Susannah la the little colored playmate of Nellie
Custls at Mount Vernon.
Noyea, Alfred|H MOMf OF POODOCK ISLAND, |f j
Llppincott. 1943. r^.00
The friendship of young Solo ith aalaeLl end birda
leada him to the discovery of stolen trinkets, but also
oasts suspicion on him until Father Frr.ncis clears up
the mistake.
Oliver, Simeon and hatch, Alden
SON OF THE SMOKY SEA.
Messner. 1941. ISaflO
Tha1 autobiography of a half-Norwegian, h&li-£3kimo

orphan, who grew up in Unalaska and er*me to the United
States to beoome a great pi&niat*
n Qtaro Hina
old spas* in cm SOUTHViST.
Haro<-urt. 1936. £fc«00
The legends, culture and customs of tha Spanish Catholio
people of New Mexico,
" Ovington, Mary
Karoosrt . 1931 . $4 • OC
A Kcrro boy at a famous Ne :?ro boarding-school.
Faisal, Helena
NANXA OP OLD BOKiiMlA.
hitman. 1937. $2*00
The adjustment of a Bohemian girl to Amerionn life*
*>Purdy, Olaire Leo
VICTOR iiKt'BiuHT i American mur io-mast^r.
Messner. 1944* >2.50
Born in Ireland, Victor Herbert reooived his education
in Germany and crented hia famous operettas in America.
"Raymond, Margaret T.
SYLVIA, INC.
Dodd. 1936. .Ss.CO
Sylvia, the reaourooful daughter or the o n*r of the
Linton Pottery, begins a successful venture hen she rer-
auades her friend Juliana to make pottery with the lovely
tulip patterns of her ancestors.
Robinson, Mabel k.
KtnHMM OF TH:i MOUNTAIN TOPS: The life of Louis Agasaiz.
Random • 1939. |8 • 00
The biography of the 3 iss iinmlgrunt ho became & great
American naturalist and foundor of harvard's Agassia Mu-
seum.
•^Roosevelt, ale t nor and fi-cOr.gor, Prnnoes
THIS IS Ar^iiiilCAt
iutnam. 194 k. &%00
A photographic picture book of Amorioa - th« lnnd, its
peoxljjLand their work and worship.
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*3ackett, Bert
SPONGER'S JINX.
Random* 1943* ?2,00
A mystery involving Soo Tillis, a Greek- American sponge
diver in Florida, and his effort to t£#av his father's
name of cowardice*
Sawyer, Ruth
ROLLER SKATSS.
Viking. 1936. J2.C0
Fatrick Gilligan, Policeman MMonegal and Vittore Cop-
piooo *ere but t fww of the many frionds Luoinda made dur-
ing tier memorable year roller-skating in Ne^ York.
3ayers, Prances Clarke
BLU~B0R!JiiTS FOR 1 UCINDA.
Viking. 19..' 4. ^1. CO
Luoinds and her cat visit Fr^u and Kerr Geranium on
their Temaa farm.
Seredy, Kate
THE fell OATii.
Viking. 1943, $2.50
hen the city- bred Frestone unexr ectedly bought a farm,
many amusing experiences and new friendehips i ith neighbor:
of many nationalities followed.
Seyfert, Klla
LITTLE AMISH SCiiOOLHOUSli.
Crowell. 1929. |£«00
Amioh life vnd ci atoms as se**n through the activities of
Amieh children.
Shackelford, Jane D.
MY iiAFFY DAYS.
Associated. 1944. ^.15
A simple photographic picture book of happy times with
a Negro family in America today.
Sharps* Stella 0.
T03J£
University of North Carolina. 1939. yl.00
An easy reader with photographs of a six-year-old toegro
boy on a North Carolina farm.

3imon, Charlie May
Y0UH3EB BftOTHER : ft Cherokee Indian tale.
Dutton* 194c • ^2*00
A Tennessee Cherokee Indian boy proves himself worthy
of becoming a brave*
Sparry- Armstrong
tirl'Li fiiAGLii, A NAVAJO £>0Y.
inston* 1936. $fo00
How an Indian boy's wish to attend the government
ttcho-l oomes true*
*Stornj, Emma 3.
IMCIDL.NT IN YORKVILLS.
Farrtr* 1942* $1*75
Spies, s«b:teurs and even Nazis appear in this exciting
story of a Naai-trained boy «ho returns to New York*
Sterne, ~mma 0«
IIiiATb, OF CHATHAii SQUARE.
Dodd. 1939. >2.00
While awaiting the arrival of thwlv father from Ire-
land, the five McOilvrey children find a true friend in
Capt* Zaohary Jon^a, an ox-pirate, ho was ^nginoor of
the new railrowd in Now York City in 1839*
Stevonson, Augusta
BciOROS CARVER: BOY SCi^TiaT*
Bobbs. 1944* llftJM
I young reader's aosount of the childhood • nd youth of
George Carver, a rio^ro born of slnvo parents, ho over-
oarae poverty and prejudice to become one of America's
^roatest plant scientists.
Stone, Caroline R.
IhdA OP FORCUflNS MlNii.
Holiday. 1942. ftfeOO
Inga is a thirteen-year-old Finnish-Cornish- 'anerican
girl in the Michigan mining oountry, anxious to obtain
money for art school*
3ton*, Phil
HONK, THh MOOati
Dodd* 1935* }29Q0
A hilarious atory about to llfctle Finnish boys who

4£«
•
find a huge moose In n barn in Minnesota*
Tarry, vullen
AH HOKTON.
Viking* 194k* ,1*00
Heiekiah was the happiest boy in If rloa hen ha rod© in
the shiny rod automobile*
•Tunis, John
ALL-AW£RICAN
•
Haroourt* 194k* ^*00
A rousing sports story involving race and class preju-
dice in the rivalry between the football teams of a pri-
vate and public high schools
Vance, M/rguorite
FAULA.
Dodd. 19S9. ^*GC
Jraula found many friends among the inmi^rant children
of Uill to n, a suburb of Chicago*
•-Washington, Booker T*
lit PROM SLAVERY*
DouDleday. 1901. vfc*00
The inspiring autobiography of the rounder of the fa-
mous Ku&ro school at Tuakegoe.
oWeber, Lenora
ROCKING CiiAiii lUKCii*
Cfttghton* li^b* .^.00
The tri .Is and ti'iouiatl one of a lovable Iriah-Gatholic
family in their effort to put their ranch on a paying
basis*
Wilder, Laura
LITTlc TO .ii irxAiiiXii*
Harper* 19-1* iir*G0
frrairie life in the P .tota Territory*
'Vorks Project -dministrati. n, Rev Kexloo*
SI AHI3M-AMniUCAK MM A WD (UNI i300K.
Barnes* l§4fc« |S»GQ
Thirty-eight Spanish games i ith direction." , ords and
muslo as played in He* Mexico for genera tl ns*
^^=====
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Youmans, Eleanor
MOUNT DELIGHTFUL.
Bobbs. 19^4. $1.75
The iivans family, including the three children, Nancy,
Tom and uillen, with their dog Taffy leave Wales to settle
%in Ohio.
•
i
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Niiv. V;0-1LD KoIOHBO'C
"God has mado us neighbors.
illi;-,m Jennings Brynn.
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?Uv- "'ORLD NSI0HBPR3
Hj.I3KB0RS TO THE NORTH
Bice, Glare
JOBT'a COVE.
Kaemlllan. Cfc.OO. 1941.
How Jamie, a little boy of Nova Scotia* gats a boat of
his own*
*Bonner, Mary 0.
OAIADA AND UVTv STOHT.
Knopf. 1942, >£.00
An entertaining account of the history and industries of
our nsi^ibor to the North.
•*Bonner, Mary &•
MADIC IN CANADA.
Knopf. 1943. $2.00
The many ; rte and handicrafts of the Canadian peorle.
Boswellj Easel
cnji, m i r1 c ii * n sri\&KUtl KjJ-.Iif-.UH-m
Viking. 1958. £2.00
Even the illustrations that rocompany this description
of Quebec seem to resemble the famous hooked ruiis of the
region.
Dalsliesh, Alice
THE BLU£ T^.POTi iandy Cove- stories.
Maomillnn. 1931, 1.75
6ix stories about children in fishing villf ge on the
Bny of Pundy.
Dalgliesh, Alice
REL-La*"** ROCKER.
Macnillan. 193 a.75
It -as little Relief Tucker* s rocking-chair that helpod
to bring back nsr unci-* to dandy Cove.
^Edmonds, Mary
OUT OF THa NiiT.
Oxford. 1940. $2.00
Jbrley, a foui*tean-yenr-old boy of Newfoundland, hated
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fishing, but when misfortune and mystery strike his
family, Jorley forgets his ov,-n likes and moots the emer-
gency*
Evatt, Harriot
SUZETTK»S FAMILY.
Bobbs. 1941* 41*50
Though busy taking oare of four brothers, Suzette helps
the little blind ^ootch girl ho h*s come to live nearby.
Hogeboom, amy
GAY KILTIES OF CAFE BRETON.
Dutton. 1941* $2.00
Gaston, a French-Canadian boy, comes to live near Jill
MaoLean in a Scotoh settlement on Ca^e Breton*
Hogeboom, Amy
TREASURE IN G SFESY*
Dutton. 1939. $ 2. CO
Stories, legends and oustoms of the Oaspe Feninsula.
Kingman, Lee
FIERHE FIBGEOH.
Houghton. 1942, 42*00
A little boy of the Oaspe region learns the secret of
the ship-in-a-bottle.
ifiolloy, Anne a.
COASTGUARD TO QKEaHLAND.
Houghton* 1942 $S*00
Greg overcome I his fear of the sea on his trip to
Greenland.
Montgomery, Lucy U.
ANNii OF ORvSN GABLES.
Fage. 1908. MeOO
Anne is a red-headed orphan girl, -ho finds kindness
and a real home on Frinoe Edward Island*
Fhllllps. Ethel 0*
GAY MAOcXOH.
Houghton* 1931. |8»09
A gay little Frenoh-Canadian girl who loved to dance*
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Straok, Lilian
CROSSING CANADA.
Harper, 1940* $fc.OO
A trip aoross Canada -1th two Araorloan children.
KEI3ii30il3 TO THE SOUTH
*Baker, Nina B.
HE OULDN'T BE KIKOs The atory of Si*non Bolivar,
Vanguard* 1941* »£«50
The atory of the "Qeorae "ashin^tn of South America"*
- j Baker, Nina B.
JUAREZ, HEHO OF fcEXICO.
Vanguard. 1942. 10*50
The biography of the first civilian pr«3ident of Mexico
Bandelra Duarte, Kar^arida
THK LEtf^ND OP THE PALM TrtEK.
Groasot. 194C. #1.00
An old Brazilian Indian logend tell Ins aow tno palm
tree saved the life of the last fara.ly whloh survived
a devastating drought*
Banion, Laura
GR£0ORIO AND Tflr. iilTE LLAMA,
hitmun. 1941. MeOQ
A little Peruvian boy und an overproud leader of the
llama tr in.
Bannon, Laura
*WHu"cL0«3 BIRTHDAY IN OLD MEXICO.
Whitman. 1939. *fc.C0
Ho* Manuela^ *iah for a doll with yellow hair came
true.
Bolpre, Pura
PKBKZ AND MARTINA,
fcame. 193Jd. §£.00
An amusing Puerto Rloan folk tale of a Spanish cock-
roach who married a mouse.
»

Burbank, Addison
THii C&DAR DiiLR.
Coward* 1940* 00
Tomas, an Indian boy, set out by foot to tell the new
president of Guatemala about the hardships of the I^ayan
Indians*
;3jntamps, Arna an Hughes, Langston
rOIO AND FIFINOi Children of Haiti.
Kacraillen. 195£. *1.75
Popo and FIfina wora happy Indeed when Iapa Jean de-
cided to leave th» fails and move to a seacorst town where
he could be a fisherman*
Bro n, ftoae J*
T 0 CHILDhiii F BrUZIL*
Lippincott. 1941. J^.00
Fun on a tropl *al plnntation in Brazil witi. Tatu and
his sister Joa*
Cannon, Marian
CHILOrthH 0? THii Fl^-.Y fcOUNYAIM*
Dutton* 1910* ^2*00
Two American beys visit their oousin oylvia on a coffee
plantation in Guatemala*
Maria C.Chamber3,
t .o ^aolj^.
Oxford. 1944.
A humorous romance f Karoo, tho young son of a Mexican
governor, and Florence, his young American guest.
••Chambers, ttaria C*
THE VVAf»iH-CAftHIEi
oxfox'd. 194. •
A sad, but beautiful, story of Juan, a Mexican Indian
boy, the village at- '-carrier, and his love for the or-
phan girl . horn he rescued In ; n earthquake.
Coats^orth, Elizabeth
BOY VITH A FARKOT.
Maornillan. 19L70. .j>2*C0
A Ouatemal n Indian boy and his parrot aet out to earn
a living* ======
»
Gourlandcr, Harold
UHCLa BHITJJI OF HAITI.
Morrow, 1942* 12»00
Amusing folk stories from Haiti*
Dalgliesh, Alice
THi. LITTLii AJiSiiL.
ocribner's. 1943 • &2.00
The rollicking adventures of Maria da Gloria, a little
girl of Brazil.
Dal£,li93h, Alice
THgtf LIVE IN SQUIB AM3KICA.
Scribner^. 194£. |X«fiQ
An introduction to 3outh American countries, history
and schools, including letters from South American chlldf
ren.
Dolsliesh, Alloc
V.IN33 AROUND SOUTH AKiiXiCA.
Joribrier's, 1941 « ; < .50
A lively account of the many peorle and countries
visited by the author on an alrplme trip through louth
Amerioa*
Kola, aisle
3RAZILIAN FAIRY BOOK.
Stokes. 191:6. #2.50
Old Spcnish and hortuguese folk tales of Brazil.
Finger, Charles
TAL -S Pi^OM 3IJ.V£> LAND6.
Doubleday. 1924. |£.60
Gharl ?s ringer collected thise legends himself from
Indians ho met during his South American trsvels.
3a: :vi i i 4
Coi B. ;I?.0C
Qood tlraes in Bermuda 1th 3ultey, her pets and her
teo.slng brothers.
Qay # Zhenya
T'ANCHO AHD HIS BUHHO.
Morrow. 19?0. *2.00
49,
(
Fanoho and Lola go to inarke a Mexican village.
Gay, 2heny
Vessner.
and Orespi, Fachita
OF COSTA RiCA.
1940* fl*50
A bright picture book ab ut ^anu^lito snd his sister
and the decorated oxcart parade contest.
Oill, Richard and Hoke, Helen
PA.CO GO j.:: TO THE. PAIR* A story of fsr-a^ey > evador.
Holt. 1940. •*.•£:•GO
Faco would have to forego the fair because h-e dis-
obeyed his father in dy ing the yarn the wrong color,
but the misfortune unexpectedly become good fortune*
3111, Richard and 1
TH& r»T0RY 'F Thi.
Houston. 1941.
>n
:<I0A #
The dramatic history of South America and a concise
uesoription of each of tae countries and th*ir products
aootz, Delia
N^IGMB0R3 TO Tflxi 300TH.
Haroourt. 1941. ^.SO
Introducing the people, heroes and countries of Cen-
tral and South Amvrioa*
0o«t«, Doll
a
FAKCiilTA, A LXTTU CURL OF 3tJ VfSWALA.
Haroourt. 1941. vJr.OG
Panchita was not very much interested in pottery-
making until she saw the beautiful doll in the shop-
window.
Kader, Barta
JAiaAIC^ J i
Maomillan.
md Hader, blmer
1935. -a. 00
Johnny was a little nativ- boy »ho liked to \ ork on
the banana plantation, but did not want to go to school
but one day something hapj ened th» t made Johnny change
his mind.
Hall, Esther 0.
U Art10 MO -ma. CaLM.
Random. 1940. *1.75
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How Mario, a boy of the Argentine, tamed tne rilft
anuria bird*
Hanius, Prank, Arr.
S0iw3 JUHD SAH&S OF £S8 AXBAIOAS«
Scribner's. 194;% ^2*00
Favorite gomes and songs of children of Latin Amerlc^.
Holdridge. Elizabeth
l&MJID BOY.
Holiday. 194Si. *i**GO
Fishing r,nd sponging - ith .Ta^kvt, a Negro boy of the
Bahamas*
• Kallmann, Mable
LUPtu AND TbiV oriHOiilTA.
Random* 1936. .}) .00
Good fortune oome3 to Lups, a Fuerto Rioen girl in
the employ of a wealthy senorita*
Kelsey, Vera
MAUI A i*OaA,
Doubloday. 194 fc* >£*00
A picture book of a little Brazilian girl who final-
ly wont to the groat carnival in Hio* 0
^Lansing, Marian
A0AIH3T ALL QDD3: Pioneers of S-uth America.
Doxbleday, 194fc. |£*C0
Short biographies of 3-^uth American hero s.
Lethrop, Dorothy 1.
1RKSSHTS rOH LUFfi.
Macmillan. 1940. .2*lC
A picturo-atory book of a little red squirrel from
3outh im-srioa. A
Lee, Melicant H#
MAKC03J A mountain boy of Mexico,
ins ton. 1927. v2.00
Marcos finds • way to help hia father buy a pair of
oxen.
Breton LMwntfty
School of Edueatiffll
Library ^
(I
5••
Lee, Melicent
Qrowell. 1937. U.3C
Ouatomolan fiasts and customs are wov^n Into an intri-
guing story.
Levy, iiarry
THU BOMB 12:10 z Tales from Latin America.
Knopf. 1942. "2.00
Amusing short stories of Ecuador, Mexico, Argentina and
i Qili
•
'^lialkus, Alidfi
Tile -CITADiSL OP A liU'.'DR/D STAIP *AYg«
iiiSton. 1941, i.Jc.OC
An old hermit of the I eruvi-n Andes heirs an Indian boy
and his ' ^ io n fri nd to solve the mystery of an ancient
mine of the inc&s.
Halkus, Alida
TEh. SILVaU Li-AtiA.
inston. 1939. ?£.00
The little silver llama brings luck to Cusi, cn Indian
boy 4 .ho lives in the Andes.
Morrow, ilizabeth K.
THE iAINT-D FiO.
Knopf. 1930. ,UCG
Fiesta time in Mcxioo with Fita and Fedro, -ho wanted
a ralntjd rig bank.
Feck, Anne
AVOgL AND THii KOHNIHO 3TAK.
Harper. 1943. j1.75
A boy of Bahia in Brazil and his desire to 30 to sea
on the oftaat 1 ship.
-Feck, Anne 11.
THE JAObANT OF SOUTu AMERICAN HISTORY.
Longmans. 1941.. 3.00
Jouth American history end culture from the days of the
Incas to modern Fan- Americanism.

5,%
•^Peck, Anne H*
ROUNDABOUT SOUTH UtSBXQA*
Marrer. 194C* 35.00
The author's tr-vsls throuah Feru, Chile, Argentina and
Brazil*
*Feek, Ann-? M.
young y.i.xico.
McBride. 19?4. :£*50
Child life in modern Mexico.
Follook, KdkhwMLa* 0*
SLY MONGOOSE*
.'Scribnor's* 19'?. 1.75
A snail boy of Trinidad makes up o calypso to earn money
to buy Mongoose, a hite puppy*
Furnell, ldella
PEDRO, Tah x'OTT&R*
Nelson. lO.Tfi* 1.50
Young Fcdro has to take ov?r m« ny f mily rssp^n? Ibilitios
until tils father la cleared of a dreadful *hnrge»
ftoss, Futrioia
XI MEXICO TH^.Y JAY.
Knorf. 194 %..5C
Folk tal<is of humor *nd m gio from ~lfl Mexico*
8a---yer. ftuth
Tiia Lin ACT 014*,
Viking* 1941. ,1.00
Th* faith and love of • little Mexican boy fcr ) is soft,
gray burro.
Shi-'lda, Karinh
fSBSB IN Tflfc JUHQJLB,
Harcourt. 1944. 12*00
Teddy, \morloan boy, is lost ith his friends, Cata-
rina *.nd Jac Ch-*1, in a Central ' m«rlcpn .luri^le in hich
they find an ancient Mayan civilisation.
Simon, Charlie &ay
Dutton. 1933. £2*00
II
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Miraculously, Fopo, • Mexican boy, found a donkey, but
then began the problem of solving the mystery of Its
:
.^ownership.
Smith, Susrtn C.
MAOK INHiiXICO.
Kno^f. 1050. ...GO
Mexican customs and handiorafta.
Stark, Sutherland
CHANCHO, A BOY AMD HIS tVJ 111 k&\\},
S'essner. 1944, <;.00
Money *ss scfcj'oe, and Jose *ntonio, orried about feed-
ing his r;t pig* decides to try to earn some money.
H$fUH! TAJUS PiiOM MEXICO.
( Stokes. 19*1. H.k5
Favorite anl^l folk tales of M.**lo*a children. .
Tarshia, allzabeth K«
TUa VILL.'.3b THAT 134*NKD TO READ.
Houston. 1941. U.GO
KiV'iryone in th? vill age as proud of the re « school
except Pedro, th^ mayor's son, ho refused to
learn to read, but on* day h - oh- n£9<3 hlr? mind.
Von Ha sen, Christine
OHICO OF TOS ANDKS.
Holson. 1943. *P.OO
Leaving his home in thj Jot dor mountains, where for
years he h-.d livod 1th Old Man, Chioo fjoes to the str -.ng
city to sdek a solution to the mystery of his parents.
Von Hagen, Christine
TH!S POIfJOTTLN KINCA.
Nelson. 1944. $2«00
lilvir- solves the mystery of a forgotten ooffe~ plsnta-
ti :n in Fttnama.
Von I! a gen, Christine
P'BLO OF FLO'VZK MOUKTAIH*—
.
Hel son. 194 i. % £ . C 0
Fablo, a boy of Honduras, longed for a horse, but first
his facher told him, he must prove himself a man, o^p ble
1
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of aeoting responsibility*
Von Ha^en, Victor
QUETZAL QUr.3T.
Haroourt. 19?9. *2.C0
An Indian boy of Honduras helped the author to find
the rare sacred bird of the <\8teos*
ell, Ann
THii *LLV*d r'At.N,
Bobbs. 1939. £2,00
Chloo becomes a silver or* ftrman in the shop his
Amorionn friend, 3enor Bill, opens in Taxco to en-
courage Mexican arts*
•hite, William 0.
Random* 1939* -1.75
Mouseknees, the eleven-year-old tableboy at r hot»l
In Tobago in the est Indies, had gTfttt difficulty re-
taining his Job, beoauee he aa al ays becoming involved
in tr'oubl of some kind*
* iese, Kurt
THS FAilROT DEALER.
Coward* 193*. temQO
Journeying through Brazil ith e fifteon-year-old boy,
who la collecting birds andJenim-ls for « pst store*

"All you continentals of Asia, Africa, Europe, Australia, in-
different of plaooS
All you on the numberless islands of the archipelagoes of the
seel
All you of centuries hence hen you listen to me!
All you fftlote and *very here whot.i 1 cify not, but include
just tha aarnel
Health to youl good will to you all, from me and America sent!
Kaoh of us in-'vitible,
iiaoh of us limitless - each of ua with his or her right on
earth,
Kaoh of us allow' d the eternal purports of the earth,
lath of ua here as divinely as any is hare."
*alt Whitman: '.YH0BV3R YOU *Ri£ - GOOD
ILL TO YOU ALL I

CHILPHSH A0R03S THg
AFRICA
Best, Horbert
FLAO OF THii DiiS^RT.
Viking. 1936. ,2.00
Bill and Terry, ions of government officials in )\Tif}erlo
find adventure and mystery v.hen the the Amir's racing
camel is stolen*
Davis, Robert
FSrtsftirocn1 op Thursday Makes?.
Holiday. 1941. $2.00
Tne adventures of three Berber boys end their pet don-
key.
Enright, Sllaabeth
KIliTU: A Congo adventure.
Farrar. 1935. '1.C0
Kintu, the chief's son, overcomes his fear of the Jun^e
3at'ti, /.ttilio
KAMANDA, AX AFRICAN BOY.
MoBride. 1041. $2. CO
A true storj of a native boy of the Belgian Congo and
hi3 help ith the Oatti expoditi >n.
Hoffman, Eleanor
M13CHX£.r IN : iiZ.
Holiday. 1943. $2*00
Magic, djlnns and adventure 1th Kouso, a Mohammedan
boy of Morocoo.
Howard, Alice
LiOKAR AND THiL OROCODIltfl * fairy story of Bgjpt«
Maomillan. 1928. $2.00
sokar was a little boy in ancient ^gypt.
Joseph, Alfred
30ND0, A LIBERIAN BOY.
Whitman. 193o. ftt.00
aohda ' s )jo t baboon rassufca bAa friend, from a crocodile
*
Martin, D&hrla
Ai ISHA'3 CaKFaTi The story of a little Arab girl*
Doubleday. 1930. fJB.OO
The older members of her family were very skilled
weavers, and A^Isha, a Tunisian child, lonxed to be able
to weave as -ell as they.
Martin, Dahris
Tila ondsh cat,
Cro*ell. 1942. U.75
A black oat brings luok to Balla ben Bnsh^en, a poor
Tunisian boy, and his mother.
Palmer, -inthrop
ABDULj Th? story of sn jl-gyptir-n boy.
Macmillan. 19£8. lZ*CQ
City ond country life in modem *igyrt.
RIckert, Jidith
THE BOJABI Tiiiiii.
Doubleday. 1923. .75
A favorite African folk tale for little people.
Seabrook, Katie
0A0 OF 1V0HY COAST.
Coward. 1921. 32.CO
3ao is the native boy *ho accompanied the iieabrook party
on their trip through Africa.
Singer, Caroline and Baldridge, Cyrus L.
B00KB A LIVdS IN AFRICA.
Holiday. 1955. 1.75
Boomba Is a ten-year-old native boy of a tror icnl villagb
in est Africa.
atlnetorf, Louise A.
CHILDrtiiN Of NOKTH HFBIOA.
Llppincott. 1943. $£«0G
Twelve short stories of child life in Egypt, L'bya, Al-
geria, Morocco, Tunisia ana French West /frloa.
TietJ^tens, aunice 3.
BOY OF THii DaSbiRT.
Coward. 19£8. $Z*bQ
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An Arab boy of tho African desert.
"Waldeck, Theodore
JAMBA THii ELis.FHAHT«
Viking. 1942. $2.00
Bomi, a native lad, tames a lid ^leph'-nt.
*?ells, Rhea
ALI Til* CA&KL.
Doubleday. 1951. $2#CC
A caravan journey through the North / frican desert.
ARABIA
Arabian Nights.
ARABIAN NIJHT3' iiNTjsiiffAIUHENT3; Ed. by F. J. Olcott.
Holt. 1913. £2.00
Ageless stories from the Arabic.
Carpenter, Frances
OUR LITTLL FRISNDS OF THii ARABIAN D£SERf| U)I AND HAHDA.
American, 1954. |»6G
An attractive reader telling of Arabian life and customs
French, H. ...
THc LAHCii OP KAN 'IN A.
Lothrop. 193I-. $2. CO
The Bedouin boy who *as called l oo-ard bioause he dis-
liked the lnnce becomes great Arabian hero.
Dodd, Myrta
•-HITis CAMELS OF TH& SINGING SANDS.
Crowell. 1929. *2.CC
Desert adventure with Om-r and his slater, children of
an Arabian sheik.
AUSTRALIA AND HiTff Z2ALAND
-*Cormack f Mr.ribelle
ROAD TO DO N UNDSR.
Appleton. 1944. $2.00
•
((
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A mystery »nd i-dvwnture t*ile of srmstters and bushranger
in the pioneer dcys in Australia, whore Barbara Hold and
her fam ly settled after a lon^ jou™*;* from the Orkney
Islands*
"Harper, Theodore and H .rper, Winifred
WINDY ISLAND.
Doubleday. 1931. >2.00
A boy on a ranch in the early days of New Zealand.
Hogarth, tfrace A. and Colebrook, Jo^n
AlkvTa *.LI A: Tdk* ISLAND CONTI;.-^T.
h)U<£iton. 1940:. v2»G0
otran^e birds, kangaroos, bushrangers and gold pro3peotor
are but a fe* of thejfasoinating subjects discussed in this
introduction to Australia.
M clntyre, Elizabeth
SUSAN VHO LIV..S IN AUSTRALIA.
Soribner's. 1944. £1.50
A rhymed story of everydny life in modern Australia for
little folks.
Ross, Margaret I.
BACK OF TIMa.
H>rpor. 19oi:. ;2*QQ
Tony Feel* a thrilling exreriences hile on a scientific
.xp.dition with his father in Australia.
*»Roas, Margaret I*
(JRS -NTRkvS DO <NS.
Houghton. 1937. £k:.00
Four Axaerioan orphans an route to a sheep ranoh in Auatrti
lia prove tnemsolvea resourceful In an em:r •* ney.
AUSTRIA
Beraelmans, Ludwig
H'NSI.
Viking. 1934. &;. 9 QO
Hnnsi spends a wonderful Christmas with Unole Herman,
who lives high in the Austrian Tyrol.
Brock, 'itona
TK1£ GHliiiDY -30AT.
Ifinn^ < —ML . .,
3
9
MXOpx ivalf epivTO
—
(I
Anne Maria ^;as a very naughty goat viho belonged to
Feter and Klae in the Tyrolean mountains.
' Ewen, David
TALls 3 FROM Tlia VIKNIIA V<OODSi The story of Johann Strauss.
Holt. 1944. £2.50
The biography of the . orld-famoua waltz king of Vi' nna.
iiorley, Hmrgaret w.
DOWKT JOH!' OF THii TOY VALLEY.
McClurg. 1909. SI. 50
John Hofer -as only a hoy, hut he could carve the
finest donkeys In the Tyrol.
7<heelor, Opal and Deu^hor, Sybil
JOfl&FH HAYDN, THS LITTLis FEASANT.
Dutton. 1936. £2.00
The atory of an Austrian pens ant boy vho became a court
rauslcien and composer.
v.hf-^ler. Opal inti Deuchor, Sybil
FRANZ SCHtB^T AND HIS MuRRY P'USffDS.
Dutton. 1939. $2.00
The biogr.phy of the preoool us poor boy who b^o^rne on<3
of Auotrin's grenteot composers.
KE BALKAN 0 f
ALU'lUA, tl'LQARlA, G^aCE, ^WANIA, YUQC5LAVTA.
Alesslos, Aliaon J.
THa SF^AR OF uLYSSLo.
Longmana. 1941. '1.75
A story of modern Ithaca and two Gre k boys who find a
valuable I'elio In their aearch. for the legendary spear of
Ulysses.
Ooluro, ladrpic
THlu GOLDEN FL«.~Ca AND TH^. HLftOjcS <H0 LIVL.D BriFORK ACHILLAS,
Macmillan. 19i . 2.50
Stories from the mythology of ancient Greece.
Fillmore, Ferkor
THjJ LAUGHI MS FKINOK: A book of Jugoslav fairy t^les and
folk tales.

Harcourt. 1921. &2.50
Humorous tales from the Balkan Feninsula*
Hutchinson, v.inifred M*
9HS GOLDiiN FORCH: A book of Greek fairy tales.
Longmans. 1907. ££#00
Stories from ancient Greek sources.
-Miller, Elizabeth C.
CHILDREN OF THB MOUNTAIN ftAGLtS*
Doubleday. 19£7. £2*00
Home life with Bor ind Mara3h in the mountains of Alban4»
la.
-Miller, Elizabeth C.
PRAM OF ALBANIA.
Doubleday. 1929. $2.00
Fran proves her courage end bravery in this mystery
story for older girls.
•Fetroff, Bori3 G.
SON OF THE DANUBE.
Viking. 1940. a 2.00
Boyhood on the banks of the Dnube in Bulgaria.
Purnell, Idella and -eatherwax, John
TO THE BEE IS BU3Y AND OTHER RUMANIAN FAIRY TALES.
Macmillan. 19?0. $£.00
The \ onderful stories 8aba Maritza tells little Marcu.
Shannon, Monica
DOBRY.
Viking. 1934. $P.OO
Feasant life in Bulgaria with Dotry, a boy who longed
to become a sculptor.
Whe' ler, Post
ALBANIAN WONDER TALES.
Doubleday. 19?6. $2. CO
Ancient tales from tne folklore of Albania*
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Bemelmana, Lud, !^
Tito GOLDEN B^.SK^T.
Viking. liK:6. 32.CC
Celesta end Molisande, to little in^lisb girla f have a
onderful time with Jan, the son of the proprietor of the
hotel at *hion tney are 3tayinr in Bruges.
7)e La ftamee, Louisa
A DOQ OF P'LAND&RS.
Wacralllan. 19£6« ?1.0C
A olassio dog story of Belgium.
Feak, Anne M.
BELGIUM.
Harper. 194C. "1.50
A riot-^re book of Belgium lii'e and scwnery, holidays
and customs.
Buok, Pearl 3.
THh, GHIHwSc, CiilLDftLN NcXT LOOU,
.
Day. 1943. jl.oO
WOmk life in a Cainoas family of six daughters.
Buok, Joarl S« •
ATari^Bv-'Fi* AL0 ChXLDu^N.
Fun begins when the little American jirl Viagios" the
*ater-buffalo for t o Chln«i3'; children.
TALh.3 01 A CBIfe&£ a«AKI}i40Tik.H,
Doubleday. 19Z7. $2.50
Grandmother Lin
.3 know - many Chinese fairy tnles.

Chan, Chi -YI and Chen, Plato
T&i GOOD-LOCK HORSBi Adapted from an old Chinese legend.
Whittlesey. 1943. $1.50
A twelwe-year-old Chinese boy Illustrated the amusing
story of vah-Toong and his paper horse, hieh a magician
brought to life*
Chan, riato and Chan, Christina
THE UAGIC MONKEY.
Whittlesey. 1944. $1.50
Young readers ill onJoy the amusing adventures of
Monkey, a favorite char eter in r!hln*s^ folk tales.
Chandler, Anna C.
DRAGONS Oil GUARD.
Llppinoott. 1944. ^t.50
Stories and a play 'bout ten rreat Chinese dynasties*
Ghriaman, Arthur E.
Dutton. 19fc5. |1#O0
3hort stories of magio and hualor from China*
or
This MAGIC SF^AR AND OTH-Ti TALI-;?. OP CHI^A»3 FAMOUS HEROES.
Random. 1936* $k«50
Stories of t olve great heroes of Chin*.
Flack, Marjorio and .iese, Kurt
A STORY -ABOUT I-IHG.
Viking. 1923. ?1.00
ling was a naughty yellow duck -ho lived on houseboat)
on the Yangtze Riv r.
H indforth, Thomas
MEI LI.
Doubleday. 1936. $£.00
Mei Li slipsout to see the great fnir and New Y^ar
festivities in Pefcping.
Hekking, Johanna M.
FIGTAILS.
j tokos . 1937. $2«QC
Everyday life in China with three children*
64.

« Hollister, Mary a.
beggars of dreams*
Dodd. 1927. : .00
A story of a scholarly f:\niily In modern Chins « nd their
dau jhtcr Sui-hwa, ,,ho move from the country to the city.
Holllster, Mary b.
MULBERRY VILLAGE.
Dodd. 1936. %..00
Traveling through Chins ;Ith Don- Liang, v*ho was forced
to b-> a sundering TOtor.
•"-Holllster, Mary B.
RIV^Ti CHILDREN.
Dodd. 19^5. U.CO
Me-hwa and bln.^-hu are orphans, ho, disliking thoir
self-appointed guardians, decide to take care of them-
selves.
Howard, Alice W,
C-Uli^'-Li u.^D fiiii
Kao.-nillau. 1^:1
The isatlAf sd^
the toil of I drj
itures of e. Chinese boy ho flew off on
>n kite.
ChlKi5.Sii.-AMi. iICAx{ aOHQ AND OA:,.^ BOCK*
Barne s . 194 4. £ «. • SO
cignte'in singing g^mos In Chinese j-nd English r-nd simple
directl ns for ritin^ Chinese ords.
Kuo, Helone
(3 1ANTS OF CHINA*
Dutton. 1944, $5.00
Twelve leaders from the pages of Chinese history.
Lide, /lice A.
YIMK.A-TU Til* Y^ti.
Viking. 1938. fck.GO
oifan usfis his pot yak to carry him on nis journey with
a secret massage to a mountain lona|»fjf in Tibet.
Lim, oian-tek
FOLK TAL&4 FROM CHINA.
Day. 1944. £.00

Legends of ancient Chine.
Perkins, Luov F.
TH*. CHIS " IN3.
Houghton* 1925, -1.75
Although a girl, Moon Flo er wsa determined to obtain an
education like her twin brother* 3.
•Spencer, Cornelia
MADh IB OS I H.4 t
Knopf. 194c. ;3.00
Chinese urts and crafts, medicine and drsran, gardening and
printing, silk and pep^r-co^king.
'tipbnoer . Corn lia
THKiii 3I3T:U3, TillS^STORY OP V8H SOOSO SISTBR3.
EKy. 19;'9. $2.00
A fictionalized bi->gr»<phy of Ai-ling, Chin^-ling and Moi-
ling ho c .iae to Amerloa to be educated nd "oroua^t back to
China many democratic ideals.
3 till, Dorris J.
3U& IN TIBaT.
Day. 194... >k;.C0
Sue spends a most unusual childhood in a remote part of
Tibet, vhere her father is ^ medio-; I mis-lonary.
niese, Kurt
THii OHINbSS IKK STICK.
Doubliday. 19*9. ^2.00
• A reraerkrblo ink-stick describes Chines life and customs
Wiese, Kurt
LI A NO AND LO.
Doubleday. 1950* ,1.50
letting out on the buck of a v-at«r-buf f alo to find a dra-
gon, Li nr and Lo encounter a most unusiml dr r j^on with thir*
ty legs.
?/ood, Esther
FSFPhft MOON.
Lonjmuns* 19i0« j^.GO
flow Pepper Moon finally persuaded his grandmother to allot
him to have a dog.
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Wood, Esther
3ILK AND SATIN LANK,
Longmans. 1959* *1,50
Naughty little Ching-ling is ;*1 ays getting Into trouble
Young, Evelyn
TALIS OP TAI #
Oxford. 1940. £.75
A tiny picture book of the eelebrati"n of Chinese Now
Year,
CZECHOSLOVAKIA
Alger, Leclaire
GOLDEN SUMMER.
Harper. 194*.. $£,00
The story of an orphan boy, a kind doctor and Stephanya^
a city-bred girl, ho comes to spend the summer ith them
in a little Slov»k village*
Alger, Leolaire
JAN AND THE VONDERFUL ^UTH-OrtOAN,
Harper, 1959, tl .00
Colorful customs of Slovakia!! life and the story of a
little boy who wanted a mouth organ,
Bartusek, Libushka
HAFFY TIMES IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA,
Knopf, 1940, |2«0t
Festival time in o happy village,
Fillmore, Parker
CZECHOSLOVAK FAIHY TALiiS,
Harcourt, 1919, ;2,£5
A lively collection of fifteen stories,
Fillmore, barker
THE SHOEMA/Jj-H 1 S MAKER.
Harcourt, 1920, i£,50
Folk tf^les of Czechoslovakia,
•Hesa, FJeril
THE HOUSE OF MANY TONGUES,
Maamillan, 1935. *g«00
67,

Lynn 0arrow helps to organize an international student
center In Prague*
Hess, Pjeril
THE MOUNTED FALCON,
Maomillan. 1933. $£.00
An American girl does social ork in Czechoslovakia.
Neracova, Bozena
TK^ SHEPHERD AND TBI DfUOOV*
KoBride. 1950. $i..50
Peasant tales from Czechoslovakia*
DENMARK
Bay, Jens C.
DANISH FAIHY AMD POLK TALES
.
Harper. 1899. $1.75
Tales of magic about kings im& queens, princesses and
peasants.
Burglon, Nora 5.
STICKS ACROSS THE CHIMNEY I A story of D^nrcRrk.
Holiday. 1938. 5,2.CO
Sirl and ^rik findan old Viking mound on th«»ir farm.
Burnett, Const nee B.
THE SHOEMAKER'S SCN; Th- lifo of Hans Christian Andersen
Random. 1941. |8«S0
The biography of Denmark's favorite storyteller.
Lettimoro, Eleanor F.
THE S^VEN CROWNS.
Haroourt. 1933. vl.75
Birgit, q little girl of Denmark, received seven
cro ns on her birthday to 3pend as she wished.
Owen, Ruth
DENMARK CARAVAH.
Dodd. 1936. '"2.C0
A trip through Denmark v ith an American family.

TS£ aA3T INDIES AND THls) PHILIPPINES
Crockett, Luoy H.
LUCIO AND HIS NUONd* A tale of the Fhlliprlne Islmda.
Holt. 1929. 00
A richly- colored picture book of a little boy and hia
water buffalo.
De Leeuw, Cateau
THii DUTCH -AST INDIJo AND THiS FHILIFFIHiSS.
Holiday. 1943. *1.00
I brief introduction to the peorle and products of the
islands of the Indies.
*De Leeuw, .Adele L.
RIKZ-: A DUTCH CURL'S VACATION IN J'VA.
kacroillan. 1932. %Z.OO
On h-sr Ancle 1 s invitation, Rika van Buren, a young Dutch
girl, spends a glorious venation in Java.
Elliojftt, Kathleen M.
300K00N, BOY OP BALI.
Knopf. 193e. Sv.OO
The adventures of a mischievous orphan boy on a tropical
isle.
Lee, Melioent
IN THa LAND OF HUbBiJt.
Growell. 1939. $1.75
Child life on a Malayan rubber plantation.
Perkins, Lucy F.
THa. FILIPINO T-INS.
Houston. 1923. $1.75
R'imon and Rita are the children of e rice farmer near
Manila.
Sowers, Phyllis A.
TKii LOTUS M/'RK.
Macmillan. 1935. &L.75
Pliok is a oiamese Temple Boy who finds his real father
as a result of hia help in snving the temple during a fire.
f
Sperry, Armstrong
ONE DAY V.ITH JAMBI IN SUMATRA,
inston. 1954. $2.00
With Jambi and his elephant on a tiger hunt.
* Stuart, Florence B.
PIANO, THE MORO CHIEFTAIN.
Messner. 1941. $2. CO
Moro, a fourteen-year- old boy, proves his prowess as a
warrior after thrilling adventure in the Philippine jungle
Wood, Esther
PEDRO 1 S COCONUT SKATES.
Longmans. 1938. $1,50
Pedro is a little boy of the Philippines, i hose ' satiable
curiosity gets him into many scrapes.
EIRE
9 Adams, Katharine
WISP: A OIKL OF DUBLIN.
Maomillan. 1922. $2.00
Wisp was a poor Irish girl, but her warm friendship and
imagination helped to American girls to really know Ire-
land.
Bennett, Richard
HANNAH MARIE.
Doubleday. 1939. $1.50
Hannah Marie had no money, but the wise little Irish
girl thought of a wonderful celebration for 0reat-0r< ndma
'
hundredth birthday.
Bennett, Richard
SHA'wNKEN AND THE GANDER.
Doubleday. 1937. $2.00
A leprechaun helps Shawneen to buy the fine shiny bugle
in Krs. Murphy f s shop window.
Burns, Thomas
rntivoB o'bjjuu
Haroourt. 19.:9. |8«00
A modern fp I rv of •-, hoy hr> took cnre of a cow by
•
i
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piping*
Caaserley, /nne T*
3 ARNjaY THi DONKEY*
Harper. 1936. ;1.75
Barney la a very mischievous donkey ho moans to be
helpful but only gets into trouble.
Cesserloy, Anne T.
MICHAEL OF IRivLA ND.
Harper. 19£7. ;l.5C
An Irish fniry talo nbout Bllhtl nnd the remarkable
eppls oman*
Cregan, Mai rin ^
—
OLD JOHH.
Kacmillan. 193o. A'.OO
A fairy doctor in the shape of a cat comes to live witlj.
the shoemaker and his many pets.
Cregan, Uairin
RATHINA.
ififomillan* 194L:. $2.25
Family life 1th the alx Donovans and thAir dogs and
horaea on a lovely country eatate in Ireland.
Jccobs, Joseph
C^L?IC PUT/ T A LE.3
.
Putnam. 1893. 11.75
Irish myths and legends.
Lynch, Fotrioia
7XD0UBIf8 v^U^T.
Dutton. 1943. $2.00
Ithnc Cadoga^s search for her grandfather*
Lynch, Tatricla
THE TUKF-CUTTEK ' 3 DONKEY: An Irish story of myatery and
adventure.
Dutton. 1925. t.OO
Fairies and leprechauns lead Eileen and Seumaa to
masio adventure.
MacManua, Seuxnas
DONEGAL FAIKY 3T0RIE3.

Doubleday • 1900* $2*00
Irish f^iry tales.
anus, Seixmas
THE ASIL 0« THE VORfiDIS END. .
ISsemillan. 1929* i^.OO
Folk talss frora Ireland.
Mora©, Katharine D.
T£tX FI3 THAT DANCED Ik JIQ.
Dutton. 193G. \1.C0
lloira's pot pig was jealous of her ne? rax doll.
Parkins, Lucy F.
THii IKI3H T-INS.
Houghton. 1913. VI.75
Irish village life, stories and avntoms.
Van Stool-rum, Hilda
TH«. 0OT?AOS AT ^3
Viking. 1936. • u0
A family story of Michael, Bri^id, the twins and
toother and Father 0 1 Sullivan.
Van Stockum, Hilda
FRANCIk ON THii RUN.
Viking. 1959. $£#00
After months in the hospital, Fr-noio decided to slip
out and walk home, but Fr- ncis walked in the rong di-
reotion.
Van Stockum, Hilda
Viking. 1941. V'mOQ
A mischievous little orph-n girl oojti^s to live with
the 0* Sullivan fam ly.
Walsh, Wary a.
HOLLY THii HOQUi*.
Knopf. 1944. $1.30
Strange things begin to happen whsn ilolly the beggar-
woman moved into Johnny's cottage.
7a,
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Young, Ella
f8S TAiJaLi-D-COAT£D HOftSX MB? OffflOl TALisS,
Longmans • 19 1^9 • | V • 50
3tori33 from the old Oaslic Fionn saga.
Young, ilia
THii OKD^R SMITH AND HIS SOB.
Longmans. 19 £7. i'Jr.OO
Stories of Qubbeun Saor from Irish mythology.
FINLAND
Adams, Julia
VAINO: A ;0Y OF KK» FIKI.AND.
Dutton. 1929. 12.00
Vaino Lundborg is a Finnish boy at 3ohool in Raising-
fors when HI plunges him into many unusual experiences.
Arnold, Elliott
FIWLANDIAi TiU> STORY OF SIKEIIU3.
Holt. 1941. ;2.50
The life of the ^reat Finnish composer.
Bartusek, Libu3hka
H IFY TIMiiS IN FINLAND,
Knopf. 1941. ^.00
Juhani, an American Boy Scout, visits Finland.
Bowman, James and Blanco, Margery
• TALKS FROM A FINNISH TUr '.
whitman. 193o. :^.6C
Tale3 of magic and fable from Finland*
rurglon, Nora
THii CUCKOO CAi,Lj: A story of Finland.
• ins ton. 1940. ^.00
Buried few sure in Mm bo^l^nds nnd the mysterious
disappearance of a Jewelled dagger begin an exciting
summer for Jukka ana hiu t in ulster.
Byrne, Bess
• ITH 'UIGLO i'HROUOH FlULAtiD.
MoBride. 19o.. >£.50

A brother *nd sinter Journey through Finland with Mikko
the peddler.
Doutsoh, Babette
H&hOLS OP Tdi, KXi.VAi.Aj FIKL'^ND'S 3A0A #
Mossner, 1940, i2.50
3 tori s froi Finnish folklore.
Fillmore, Ferker
teiOHTY MZXCOl a book of Finnish f iry tdes and folk tal«j|a
Hareourt* 1922* l£«8S
Huiloxous a tori os of Finnish origin*
Henry, Marguerite
AUNO AKD TAUNOf A story of Finland*
hitman, 194C. 31.00
Auno and hia sister tanno ski to aohool, ".h^re Auno is
& v?ry naughty boy.
Allee, Marjorle «
THj. iIT rLii Ai/^nlO
Houghton. 19 C 8.
FRANCS AND G OH':' IOA
llrlL.
S/indy Reid sjonda a glorious your in I <ris r>3 house-
daughter ltn the students at the Quaker International
Centre*
Das Rene
JWiIPE;* FAKM.
Macmillan. 1926* .l.CC
The trtnHl ti>n of a favorite French atory of four
children on a farm in France.
3eiri, Lorraine
LUCKY rlKKHB.
Haroourt. 19<iC. 1.50
About a little Breton bey who was alw ys looking for
things, much to the oxasperati n of hi3 family.
Boraelraana, Lud.ig
MADELINK.
Simon. 1939* $2*00
A gorgeous picture book about a little Parisian girl
74,

and her appendix operation*
Brarm, Esther
NAHEfi'a OF TEK ' OODiH SHOEi
.
Macmillan. 1929* $1*75
A little French girl ^10 lives • ith her gr- ndraother in
Brittany.
De Segur, Cointesse
30PHIS: The atory of a bnd little girl.
Knopf. 19? 9. $1.25
Naughty little So -hie h<>.s long been a favorite with
French ohildr :n.
Doorly, cleaner
THri llOROHl MAR: A life of Pasteur for young people*
Appleton. 1939. 31.50
The story of the fnmoua Freneh . cie/it.ist.
liberie, Irmeng \rde
KADIU:i TR^ASUKK MID THIS CUKIKS,
Crowell. 1942. A *QG
Uo* the perseverance of a young Polish girl and her
Frenah husband gave to the orld the discovery of mdium.
Lmbury
,
Lucy
Viking. 19:'o. >:.C0
Fit her Semno found the orrh-n boy Marcel weeping md
took him homo to livo ^lth him as his son in Frovmoe.
Emuraon, oybil
AT THii WINDOW.
Crowoll. 19c6. '1.50
A French boy and his friend- In Parisian ap rttnent
house.
rjmeraon, Sybil
rzosoi boosb xnu
Crowell. 19.9. .^.CC
Throe children in Normandy find hidden treasure In an
old pigeon house.
Fischer, liarjorie
STREET FAIR.
Kandom. 19£b. $1.00 "
75.

John and Anna *e American children visiting frris with
their mother, but one ni$it they decide to run off nnd see
Prance by themselves
•
Javal, Lily
PORTUVS1! SArtAVAM.
Morrow. 1933, 11*78
7o.
A family of French children form th^ir own circus.
Jonas, £llz:abeth
TUOtf'N OP 1-ARI3.
Oxford. 19.!7. jl.50
Miohe and Tobie have many rdventuro: ith tho r pun
and his horse ^imie^
Oloott, Virginia
,
JKAW 1ND P-iNCHOHi Children of fair France.
31 Ivor, It31. '.93
Child life in modern France, incivd'n-i r bit of trench
history, customs r.nd industries*
Preston, Helen
mm NETS AND RED SAILS*
Longmans. 1936. -1.C0
One onderful duy, iivetto, a Breton boy, as alio ed
to accompany his father on a fishing trip for sordines.
Smith, ,Yusan
KADa IK FRANCE.
Zjnopf. 1921, $fc.00
Famous French artists and craftsmen of the aixt -""nth,
sevanto nth and eighte nth c«nturie3.
Stewart, Anna B.
To young Cornicans: I boy pnd his colt.
Lirpinoott. 1944. *£.00
Corsionn vill^gs lif© ith Baptists, a shorn »rd boy.
pgRMAKT
Barringor, Marie
MARTIN Tliii OOOAA BOY.
Doubleday. 1932. |1.75
Only little Oustol could hear the goose-boy doll srenk.
9
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Barringer, Mario
FOUR ANB LENA.
Doubleday. 1928. $2,00
Anneliese, Lottohen
,
Friedl, H'*nael and their goose Lena
spend a happy summer with their unole in the Bl-ok Forest*
#Humphrey, Dona
ON mis OF SOWO: The otory of Mendelssohn.
Holt, 1944. t£.60
The biography of the brilliant young eorrros^r of O^rmany.
Jones, Viola
PKT2R AND 9R&T0HX8 OF OLD RtJH! MB2&0.
Whitman. 1975. #1.50
Fair time in the old eity of Nuremberg.
'Ooea, Madeline
B^kTHOVSN, MASTER MUSICIAN.
Doubleday. 1931. *£.50
Born in t impoverished home in Bonn, Beethoven overcame
poverty and pnysloal handicap to brcomo e musical ginnt.
Grimm, Jakob and Grimm, ilhelm
HOUSiuHOLD TALL3,
Macmillan. 19* 6. .l.CC
Traveling through Germany, the brothers Grinm collected
these old folk tales that have b oomo the favorites of
children ovorj hsr**.
Kastner, mail
cMIL AND THij DiiTikCTIViiS
.
Doubleday. 19CO. |£«0G
Though b smull boy from the country, Smil decides to
solve the mystery of the money --hi eh v as stolen from him
while en route to his grandmother^ house in Purlin.
Neumann, Dalay
3F&KLI Tfia CLOOKMAKiiR.
Mo: millun. 193£. |fi#0C
The onderful clookmaker of the Blaok Forest put the songs
of tne birds into his clonks.
3iebe, Joserhino
HAY VILLAQa. OH .LDh^N.
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Houston. 1922, ;Jo.OO
Happy peasant life in pre- pr Germany,
Si 3b 2, Josephine
KASr^^Lli • 3 ADV£HTUil&3«
KaemUlan. 1929. ,3 #C0
The r.oodo:"rver and his family made remr rkable dolls, but
troubl- itrut-id ont day >hon thoy found i livo doll in the
• house.
Smith, Ousan
MADt. IN 0*JtMAHY AND AUSTRIA.
Putnam* 1908* 1.50
..toriea ox the making oj.' roroelulns, toys and oodcar-
ving.
31ii.AT Btlfill
BtfLAlD. SCOTLAND AKD ^ALES
Barrie, Sir James
JPa:iUl IAN Hi ILiiiSlNQTON AtfUNM
•
ocribner's. 19G'« • *fc.50
A favorite story of Ihe little boy ho livod 1th the
fairies in London 1 3 famous park.
Brlnic, Carol
LAD ITH A -.H13TLE.
Maomillan. 1941. X*»QC
Bob McFarland, a young h sgi^.g piper, suddenly found
nims-:lf in charge of t o ?nlthy ohlldren.
Bro n, I amola
THIi 3 I3H OF THii CURTAIN,
ins ton. 1942. j ; .CO
Jolly times ith a group of s -;vjn ~.rt.:ll<jh children ho
form an am t ,ur theatrical company.
Cormaok, kurib-jllo
TBS vIWD ?F THE VIKIN3S.
Appleton. 19^7. / .CO
Financial reverses mike it neoes^ary for Kp.rin Kincaid,
an *:nerican girl, to return to h*:r relatives in the Orkney
Islandsj here she finds romance, mystery and aflod fortune
(
Jacobs, Joseph, aid*
ENGLISH PAIiiY TAL-,3*
lutnam* 1892. >1*75
Folklore of the British Isles*
*Jarden, Mary Louisa
THK YOUK» BHONTcS*
Vl>ing. 19$8* v.50
Th^ childhood of a family of our famous -*rit rs*
Jonas, Idwal
UISTL5":»3 VAN*
Vising* 19£b.
Qwilyn's tr v?la 1 ith gypsies through *»1*>» in search
of his gn ndfnthc:r*
Knight, ^rio M*
LA3SIK COKi.-HOJiJi*
inston, 1940. :*(0
|i thrilling rstory of collie's JtfUflff from Scotland
to Yorkshire by h^rsolf to return to her beloved master*
i/owf, tfunro
•2 3ILU3.
Viking. 19i- 8* ^1.50
A 3cotch boy has to decide hother to live in tho
Hi inlands 1th his father's people or in the Lowlands
with his mothers folks*
-•'Kslvsrn, Ql"dys
VALIMTT MIK3TiibL: Tu- SPOHY OP HARKY LAUDbK*
hie saner* 19'3* *£*S0
oootlft.nd's favoiito minstrel son*
Forkins, Lucy P.
mi so rpoa tvxbs*
H^ugiton. 1919. 1.75
In the Highlands of ^ootl-md with Je«n nnd Jock, the
3«|ibeil t ins.
i Iansome, Arthur
Lippinoott* 1931*
-^<;*C,0
A glorious summer aalihnoMnp; on a|T r.-ng<n 1<llfft n1th
(»
(
4
the Swallows, the Tour alker children, -nd the to
Blackett children, *ho called thoraaolvaa ''the Amazons".
-3avery # Constance
KNiiMY BR0THc.K3»
Longmans. 19^3* $8*50
An English family repriatea a long-lost br th?r ho had
been brought up as a Naai.
3cott-Monterieff, Ann
AUHTIb ROBBO.
Vlilng. 1941. ,,.C0
A hilar! us account of the ilight of eight-year- old
Hector and hli eighty- one-year-old Auntie Robbo through
Scotland in the effort to escape from Hector's cruel step-
mother*
otnith, 3usen C«
hi A Do IN ENGLAND.
Nelson. 1932. ;i-.00
Craftsmen of eighteenth- century rl nd.
3tro- tfolld, Noel
BALLOT ^HO^o.
Random. 1937. $£»G0
Three orfh-n girls study for a ball t c roer in London,
but one becomes an r,otress und nother prefers mechanics.
Streatfelld, Noel
CIR31S oHOr-3.
Random. 1929. ;'r»GO
Feter and Santa, two English orph- ns, run a< ny to find
their uncle .ho is a circus performer.
Thomas, Eleanor
MR. PSAKLY OF PKi-'Pf-RFOT LANE,
ioribnor's. ly»:9 # |1»60
Peter, the mlachlovous trick donkey of ;•. London coater,
was «lv,aya getting into trouble.
Travers, 1 raela
MARY t Ur iNS.
Reynal. 1924. a«>0
Pun begi n for the four Banks children * ith the arrival of
(
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their renurkabl© nurse, 1 ho blev. in on an oust v ind«
HA -ill
Barretto, Larry snd Coop or, Eryrmt
EU AllAN HOLIDAY,
Dodd. 19 £ 6. CO
Many Ha vuilan legends aro included In this travel ?tory
of an American boy ho goes to Ha all to recuperate.
HUNGARY
Bianco, Margery
FK AN21 AND 01*1.
Measner. 19-1. /. .OC
£ gf.y md colorful picture book of pons nt life in Hungar
«Finta, Alexander
Harper. 193£. ^1.50
oandor finds horses ;-nd dventure on his unci a' a cattle
r finch on the llun^ riun pi ins.
Jaoobi, iillzsboth P.
THL. lUVJWtORia OD AM8RX8*
Macralllan. 19L9. >1.7 .
Festival time 1th Andris -nd his sister Knte on n ranch.
petersham, **» ud and teturohnm, Mskn
OcT-A- AY AND IUHY JANOS.
Vinn?. 1921'. : .00
Oet-o- oy is a wom-o\ t toy hor*e ho 30c 1 ith his
friend H&ry J nos, a broken soldier doll, to the l«nd
where toys become no a., in.
I e teraivci, Maud and ieterah'^on, telska
Doubleday. I^c9. |£«00
A bright picture book of tiki's visit to his gr-ndpn rents
in Hungry.
*Seredy, Kate
Thii GOOD M'.STfiR.
Vising. 1955. vi.00
Katfr —e—llvelv mothflMvLe^g aid find, pdv^nhiffl orul
U
-r
(
(
understanding on th* ranch o; her uncle, the Good Waster.
#Seredy, Kate
THE SINGING THEE,
Viking. 1939 • t£»QD
ar cornea to Hungary, but Kate and Janosi help to keep
the ranch of the Good Master a haven for peor le of all
nationalities.
ill lamson, Thames
THE AICON SfYSTiiRYi A boys' story of the Hungarian rl-In.
Harcourt. 1936* $2*00
3tefnn r nd Belr Fog; ny, two herdboys, encounter a mystery
involving tnoir trained falcons.
ICELAND
Arason, Eteingriinur
SK^KY BAY: The story of a small boy of Ioel-.nd.
fcjacirilllan. 19«lfc* ,i«OC
Around the year vlth Nonni on a farm in Iceland.
iraiA
Bose, Irene
TOTAFiAMs Tho story of a vlll'-g-* boy In India tod y.
^acmillan. 1933. 1.75
Dally experiences of a tyrlcnl Indian boy of middle Hindu
c ste.
•MulMKjA* Dhan 0.
MOIO THE HUNTKR,
Dutton. 1928.
Thrilling jungle adventure ith a young Hindu hunter.
*Muk*rJi, Dh:.n 0.
KAR1, TUB JUuaLa LAD.
Dutton. 192:4. 2.C0
iilephi.nt hunting In the j -ngles of East India.
Jacobs, Joteph, Ed.
INDIAN SALAY rAL.^3.
f-utnam. Ib9£. vl.75
(1
(
~Jat'
Fdlk stories of India* '
JATAKA TALES: Retold by E. C. Babbitt.
Apple ton. 1912* VI
.
Animal stories and fables of India*
Singh, S« L'^l and Lovnsbery ,/ Lloise
GIFT OP TBS HIVKR.' / '
Longm-- ns • 1942, ^2 • 50
A story of a Hindu boy ^ ho raises a Royil Bengal tiger
as a pet*
yckoff, Charlotte
JCr::Y: A story of the South Indian jungle*
Houston. 1952. >1L*00
An Indian girl of the pariah caste r eeives rn opportnni
ty to attend school.
IRAN AND IRAQ
«Mrza, Youel B.
OIXijRn OF TBS H0USET0F3.
Doubleday. 1931. >2*00
Everyday life in Persia ith Shirin from the time of her
birth to her marriage.
*-Mirza, Youel B.
MYSSLF 'H^N Y UNO: A boy of Fersia.
Doubloday. 19k.9. „i;*o0
A true story. of trie author* s childhood in a Fersi«n
village*
Ratzesber^er, Anna
CAMbL B^LLS, A BOY OP BAGHDAD,
hituun/ 192 5. T^*00
The young apprentice of the corpTsralth finds adventure
as •> shepherd for a desert sheik.
•frRatzesbergar , Anna
JASW Kj,: r± 3tory of present day Frrsia.
Whitman. 1937* 2*00
.vailed in trie old-f 3hir>ned customs of a small village,
Jasmine finds modern v-ays strange hen ?he nv>rries/a city
boy.
85*
((
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ITALY
Angelo, Valnntl
NINO.
Vising. 19.48. >.C0
A jolly tale framed on the author's o n lt'<linn boyhood
Bldtt the fiestas and merriment of a Tuscan ill-- go.
Brcnn, father
N1C0LINA: The atory of e llttl • girl in Italy.
Marsmillnn. 19T1. ££«00
Nlcoilns receives » wonderful ren->rd for finsiin^ old
Carlotto's lost savings.
Botsford, Florence H.
FICTUUS TALliS FROM TBS ITALIAN.
Stokes. 19£r9. $1.25
Amusing folk tnlea, rhymes nnd puzzles.
Brook, Emma
Ahltrasn. 19.': 6. ,,1AC0
An Italian boy of Assisi anted to s^ll his goose at the
i"Mir in order to \>uj a fine hat, but hi3 rl»ns ere upset.
Davis, &ary 1.
TILS HANDSOH ii DONKivY.
Harcourt. 1952. ,1.75
The amusin ( tale of B?ldascrre, r.n Xtalft n donkey, ;md
his friend Pedjsoo, an American dachnhund.
Farjoon, Eleanor
ITALIAN PiiBFSHO V,
otokes. 19k: u. < •
Short stories of gay Itily.
Forbes, H&len F.
MARIO'S CASTL^..
McOTnillJm. 19i'&. 1.75
hlle visltin; in Italy, hliz«.beth holps ?.:n:"ir 'o solve
ths my3tcry of the raisring pointing.
Loranzini, C; rlo
THE AUVKNTUHiiS OF JINOCCHIO.
H-nnilllimi lftlP7 » fl i QO
((
85.
A favorite ^tory from Italy about a naughty ooden
marionette hose nose grew longer *honev*?r told'- lio»
Olcott, Virginia
BEFFO AMD LUCIA: Children of sunny Ittily.
Silver. 1934. 3.96
Italian ous torus and feetiv^ls in city fmd country.
Wells, Rhea
BEF10 TKs DOHKaY.
Doubleday. 19SG. ;:-.G0
A am*-. 11 Jlcilian boy and hi3 donkey cart.
ilson, Klo&norc H.
ABOUT HICOO.
Vhltaan. 1937, I.lO
liioeo and his t-o Am rlo n friends in n fishing village
of southern lt:-.ly.
J' FAN
Co-.ts orth, AlizabjtH J.
OUICKST AtfD THE EMPEROR'S SON.
Mecmill.'n, 1932. "*.00
Crioket *as a poor little Japanese boy, -hose resect
for the printed ord helped oure the sl^k son of the
i^aiperor.
Heern, Lafr. :dio
jAFANiiSL FAIttY TALii3.
Llvsrifcht. 1084, |1«50
oixte.n folk tales from Japan.
3REAT 3 L^FINQ DAY.
L:;n^mcn3, 19^6. *1.50
Disliking house ork, Taro Ch .n runs away from home on
Great Sweeping Day.
TKK V8TB8RLAV90
karnou , Adrlaam J.
Tiia i ND WILLIAM OF ORANGE.
Lipplnoott. 1S-.4. scbCO
(
The history, culture and customs of the Dutch peorle.
DsJong, Meindort
DIRK'S WO, bKLLO.
Harper. 1929.- $£#0G
Dutoh Villge life nd the struggle of a Dutoh boy to
feed a 3reat Dane he resoued in a shipwreck*
DeLc .uw # Adele
DIN A ^ ND
iSacmillan. 1940, 71 .00
A summer ith t o little Dutoh <lrls ho live on the
ial -nd of W'-loh-r^n.
DeLeeu*, Adole
YSAH I ROMISH.
Haoialllan. luii'o. '£-.0C
Alida . chuyler, « y^unj American girl, finds mystery
and romance on her visit to relatives in Holland.
Dod^e, ary M.
HA8& BKiMt&Rj OR THK i»lLVLH SKATh.3.
3orlbner u. 191b. .l.oG
The stor> of Hans unci Oretol and the famous * skating
ooinf elltl -<n Is a perennial favorite.
Holberg, Huth
THii Ja,LL3 OF AK3TB.HDAM.
Cro. ell. 1940. ,<.00
Ho Karl Lud ig, on orphan boy of the sevonte nth cen-
tury, in Amsterdam found his father.
Olcott, i-i . noua J.
NOUNS TALfcS FKOM WO*ILL LANDS.
Longmana. 19^6. .1.75
Folk talus Ox the Heth rlands.
ierkins, L oy 1%
D13TCL ± IWo.
Houston. 1911. .1.75
xiveryday experiences itii Kit snd Kat in Holland.
I otter, jidna
LAND PROM iHE
Longmans, 1939. l.IX)
<»
I
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t
Dick and Krisje Arpcldoorn live on nn island from - hioh
they can - etch tha building of tha gre^t dyk^ to keep out
the see*
Van filchturn, Ninka
Lippincott. 193u. i-.OO
A jolly family story of pranks, fun rnd ftlahfcp with
ten Dutch children.
Van Stockum, Hilda
Viking. VJ' i : . ,J".00 •
.' Dutcn orphan boy, living in a lonely big house with
an unsyartth tic uncle, find3 love and cffectlon in the
orottdod lit*, la h use across th? ay.
Van : tockum, i;ilda
A BAY OK SKATES.
Harper. 1934. <..o0
An all day skating picnic 1th ij.ve.T't and *fke.
A'tnrud, Hans
3ID3I-L LOKO'iKIaT AN3 3- LVE SUNTKAF •
ins ton* 1925« ,;-.GC
A Nor egiun iVrm tory *<bout a homeless little girl -fao
realizes h';r ainbiti n to c .coxae a head milkmaid*
Aabjornaan, irot^r C. and :«oe, Jorgen £»
KA3T OF TUh. SUH "ND "--ST OP TH& MOON,
Mae mill an. 192B. 41.0C
THJi ntot BILLY H0/.T3 3HUFF and many oth^r familiar folk
t< los from Norway*
BJornson, BJornstame
A KAIIY ROY.
:«>.cniii>.n. i (^;i. *>i.co
A beautiful pastoral roras-noa from Nor ay of the humble
cyvind c.iv\ the lovely tearit, gr.nd- daughter of n wealthy
landowner.
I
Chev-^llor, Ragnhild
WAN Da tfJKl MONDAY AND OTH&R DAYS IN OLD SXftOBR.
Macmlllan, 1931. ,r1.75
3i.3rld , a happy childhoo d ys In Norway.
Viking. 1955. ^.00
Thi artist-author* renlly visited Lapland; the home of
Lisa and Laase of the etory.
D* Aula ire, Ingri and D'Aulalro, -d^ar
Ol.A.
Doublodny. l'J.-i.. yl.CO
A r Icture-oook story of a little Nor.egien boy on skis.
D'Aul^ire, In*-ri and D'Aulelre, hdgor
OLA AND OL/KKJ.N AND LINL, dlNS, THINK.
Doubled»y. 19£2. <r;1.75
Ola's "dv ntures it}: :hr-?c little girls ^nd n troll
oock, who tries to fcaka Ola'a horse, Bl» kko-n.
Davis, IKlene
THE YEAR A ROUND THING,
harj er. Ay%'>u» , < § i/u
baoh montn brought a ireoii 1 -v;nt to tho thre" tineltoft
sisters, ho xlv id on Troraso, ^n islmd north of the Arctic
Circle.
-Hall, Anne
Viking. 1940. -*£ f 50
A great Norwegian explorer and Arctic adventurer ho de-
voted th*? last part of nls life to* ard achieving under-
standing end motherhood among the nati-na of the orld.
Owen, Ruth
THIS CASTLfi IN TliE SILVTiK ' ^OD, AND OTflKR 30ANDIN VI AN FAIRY
- > •
Dodd. 1929. ...CO
Thirteen folk tales from the fnr North.
Furdy, Claire L.
30Nn OF TH'ii NORTH; The story of a'dvird Grieg.
Messner. 1941. ,2.60
I
A biography of Norway^ great composer.
Ring, Barbara
Little. 19?2. 4U00
Fun «-nd mischief with folk *md his three little friends.
^oott, Gabriel
KARI.
Doubleday, 1931, k.OC
Everyday fun itn h little fig-tnilod girl of No»way.
THS ^KY-BiiD: <\ NO'.cv.SOlAN CHRISTMAS.
Seribnr'r's. 1944. il.CO
Chrlstaias customs of Norvay.
Und.^et, Jigrid
1IAFFY TIKHS. IN SO-l.. 'Y.
Knopf, 19-1. ;£.CG
Carefree chilj&ood in pre-war Nor my.
Z\ ll^aeyer, Dikken
WHAT HAFP-iHiiD TC IHOiiK JCiiANHK.
Lot.^rop. 1919. ,1.75
JALLSTINii,
Br*v-. rm-in, Libbie
l\irjow. 19^7. >1.L5
T»o children in a Jewish eo^-r ^rntiv^ settlement.
L1L-JR
Bernhard, Josi-rhine B.
LULLABY, OH *KY TiiK FUSI-Y-CAT \ ' SHiSS HIMSiilF SO OFTKN.
Roy. 1944. .1.00
A I-ollsh Chrl3t Mil story for chiliiren.
Bernhord, Josephine B. end Lf Valley, Fr .nees
T1U MAST&K 'WIZARD AHD OTHE POLISH TaL.3.
Knopf. 19.3 4. *£«00

90*
Humorous tales or magic and fantasy.
Borski, Lucia
TH8 GYPSY AND THli ;-u$R ' 'IT- OTH.Vd FAIRY TALES,
Lonjjnans. 1933. vl»76
Amusing fairy tales from iol-nd.
Borski, Lucia
til JOLLY TAILOR.
Longmans. 1925* ?1«75
Humorous rollsh folk titles.
Byrde, i->lae
TI32 KLISH FAIRY BOOK,
otokes. 192:5. .imbO
Talos of princes and princesses nd imgio.
Kelly, .uric F«
fit OaRISTIAfl NiOiiriNOALE.
MfCmlllan. 193*. *1.00
Threv Fclish Christmas stories.
Telly, .-rlc P.
TH2 LAND OF THi£ P0LI3H PEOPXS,
Jtokes. 19Mm A.CC
Poland - her people • nd history, cities *nd induotr'es,
inusio and literature*
Kelly, arlo F
•
¥B8 TRUMFSTIiR OF KRAK01 : A tale of the fifteenth century.
Mooralllan. 191:6. +£.50
Thrilling adventure and mystery in old Fol- nd.
Kelly, i-ric B. and Hofrawnova, Klem^ntyna
THi> 01RL HO -OILD B^ l*\JKEN.
McClurg. l fJL9. |S*OQ
Tho roatntlo memoirs of a gl morous young count a as.
PORTOOAL
Atwater, Cluire
KAXOSLt
Longrnpn*. 1940. |ft«O0
Manoai r:nd hi a doff visit an aunt in I lsbon«
%i
91.
Colraan, Elizabeth
PORTUGAL, V.fiAHF OF liUROHk.
8crtbner»8, 19«4. £1*50
Feople, cities, customs end hist-ry of an old seafaring
nation.
faOvX&T UNION
•Aoker, H'ilen
THREE BOYS nF ^LD RUSSIA.
Nelson. 19*' 4. i • ;C
' true story of the childhood of Loo Tolstoy and K'axira
Oorky, - ho became great riters, nd of Feodor Chnllapine,
who became a great singer,
Artzybashoff , Boris M.
Tnk -V..N SZlthOVSl A Russi m tale*
Viking. lt$7t ;'.co
fh<- 3ev n ulm;or»K are seven peasant boys ho help the
the king . ith their magic.
- iiaker, Nina B.
Vanguard. 1943. ,i..>0
The amazing tsar i.ho tried to E\:roreanize Russia.
Carpenter, Frunoss
TALKS OF A RUSSIAN GRANDMOTHER.
Doubloday. 19:*5. ;fc.00
Riinya, the Russian nurse, tells onderful tales.
Garrlok, Valery
PICTURE TAL_>S FKOM THH RUSSIAN.
3tokes. 1913. £1.2$
Russian fables for little children.
Daugherty, *>onia
MASHiN&A'S SbCHiiT.
Stokes. 19vi. 31.75
Uashinka lived in village in pro-Revolutionary Russia,
but as h companion tc ftfi invalid friend, Mashinka finds
adventure awaiting her in a trij to Moscow*
•

9 .
Krshoff , Peter Pavlovioh
LITTLE HAOIC HOUm'. A Russian tule.
Macinillaa*, 194fc. /fdC
The talo of the little humpback horse has long be^n a
favorite i ith Russian children.
Fischer, Marjorie
i mac oil m'.UtDay*
Random. 1936. $2«0C
Two American children, Fetor 8nd Judy, travel through
Russia.
Grishina-'iiV'.go, Hadeja
Stokes. 19k 6. ,1.50
Ho* Peter >e8, a tiny Russian boy ^ho as the size of a
jea, «. on the h'.nd of the rr'noess.
llfflffUi Helen
KATRINE A j The story of a Russian '-.hi id.
lXitton. 191 u>. NUOQ
Ho a little peasant, girl of pre-RevoIutionery r.ussia
cnr.* to d' nee in the Imperial Ballet before the emperor.
Ivo3, Vernon
RbSSIA.
Holiday. 1943. l.GO
A brief but utnoritutlve introduction to Kussi n lif'j.
^Malvern, Olcdys
DANCING 3TAR; THK STORY OF ANil A i AVLOVA.
Messnor. 194fc. y. .50
The bio^r phy of the famous Russian bnllet dancer.
Wazer, ^oniu
KASHA, n LITTJLc. nUS^lAR GIRL.
Douoleday. 19okr. $1.75
A peasant girl of rre-R evolutionary Russia sets an op-
portunity to 30 school.
^Purdy, Claire L.
ST0RJ4Y VICTORY: THIS STORY OF TCHAIKOVSKY.
Messner. 1942. |t#6G
The biography of the <rest Russian composer, told again
•

st a background of Kusolan customs, history 53.rd folklore*
Runsomo , arthur
OLU FiiT^i'S IttUSlAN TAL;iiS»
Nolson. 1917. $ii.CC
The stories Orundfuther Peter tall* Vanya and Karoosla.
Rosenov, Sergei Q.
THE ADV&NTUKKS OF J£IbHA*
>, a 1 Q^Xt 'si ^\C\
/.coompajiyina, his father on t skiing trip, iaisha g?ts
lost in the Mosco subv.ay.
Rudolch , iiarguc £ i t
e
HA3HA THa LITTLa OOOSH UHL.
M*smillan. 19;<9. .1.-50
A peasant 5irl of the b'kralno.
•''okuristlna, Irinn
UTThh. adA ii old Russia.
Bobbs» 19if>'i. vi;.»50
The onlldhood of the author, daughter of the nobility
in old Russia.
^otron , Anna L*
FSOfLfcd OF TUs. UJSK.
Maomlllan. 19'i4 # £.50
An introduction to the people, history, customs and
industries of the sixteen 3ovi*?t iiervbli^s.
hi to, illiam C.
Made In the U. 3. 3. R.
Knopf. 1944. ifc .00
The skill anflLnistry of the Kussian people *s se*n in
their arts &nd crafts, their mvsio pnd ballet and th^ir
machines and dynumos.
Zeitlin Ida
afcA&tyi tALb& AND LhOcNDS OF OL RUSSIA.
Farr-ar. |S .CO
Tales of ondor and magie, princesses *nd bogatirs#

SFAIN
Boggs, Ralph S. and D-vis, Mary G.
THREE GOLDEN ORANGES.
Longmans. 1936. i>2.00
Folk tales from Spain.
Dane, George E. and Dane, Beatrice
ONCE THERE 1 AS AND AS NOT: TALES AND RHYMES PROM MA-
JORCA.
Doubleday. 1931. ;^.00
Folk stories from the Mediterranean island off the
toast of Spain.
Davis, Robert
PADRE FORKO, THE "JENTLEtfANLY FIG
•
Holiday. 1939. ^£.00
Exploits of Fadre Forko, the kind fairy pig of Spanish
folklore.
Guntorman, Bertha L. ,
CASTLES IN SPAIN ND QTHKR ENCHANTMENTS.
Longmans. 19Jri8. ^2.00
Spanish legends n.nd stories.
Faloncla, Isabel de
JUAN, SON OF 1B1 FISHERMAN.
Longmans. 1941. 21.75
Jut n anted to a fisherman like his father, but for
a time Juan had to lef:ve his fishinrr villnge to live
vith ral tlves in inland Seville before his desire could
be realized.
Sr yer, Ruth
PICTURE TALES FROM SFAIN.
Stokes. 19^6. jl»25
A popular collection of eleven Spanish folk t; les.
Sa yer, Ruth
TONO ANTONIO.
Viking. 19244 >1.75
With father ill, little Tono Antonio had to trke the
govts to the big city, here he earned money for the
family necessities and «^lso for a beautiful Christmas
creche.

Segovia, Gertrudis
THE SPANISH FAIRY BOOK,
Stokes* 1918 • $£.50
Romantic tales from Spsin.
Viell3, Rhea
COCO THE (K>AT.
Douoleday. s>2.00
A trip to Madrid .'.1th Coco and Gurito, his boy master.
3 ivDiiN
•Ada ras , Ka tha rine
MIDSUMLUiR.
Macmillan. 19:1. ^.00
VJhile on a trip to Sweden, n American boy and girl heir
to solve the mystery of their grandfather's ess tie.
Beskow, £lsa
1 ELLS' S KB 3UIT.
Harper. 19} 9. §1*00
A picture book shov ing hov, a little Swedish boy orked
to e rn a ne« 3uit.
Bur.ilon, Nora
0HZLOR8M OP THfc SOIL.
Doubleday. 1932. $2.00
Ho building a home for the "tomte" or ?lf brought luck
to poor Nicolin?- and GuldWlumpen, two children who wanted
& §itm /fa1*"! 1th animals
•
Brook, Emma
AT iXMIMMB TIME: A story of Sweden.
Knorf. lQfO. «1«5C
Midsummer time is festival tlra in Sweden,
Cautley, Marjorie
BUlLDii.J A hOUSi* lit afcjtffeM.
Macmillan, 1931. 1.75
Ho a Swedish f mily built thoir o n home.
Fitinghoff, Laura 51
•
' CHILDREN OP THL MOOR.

96.
Houghton. 1927. $k.5C
Orphaned by a dreadful famine, seven children seek
food and hom^s.
Oeijerstsm, Guatav A*
MY BOYS.
Viking. 1935. $£.C0
A happy summer at the seashore ith Olle and tfvante.
Lagerlof, selma
THE OHDERFt'L ADVENTURES OF NILS.
Doubledry. 1907, *2.50
Aft^r being turned into an elf, Nils flies over Sweden
on the back of a goose*
»Lindegren, Signs
XR(JfUD»3 HOLIDAYS.
Mecmillan. 193£. 32.00
Finding herself suddenly penniless, sixteen-year-old
Ingrid takes * Job in a Stockholm factory for the summer.
Smith, Susan C.
MADE IN 3 IM|i«
rutnaxn. 1934. ofc.OO
Stories of th'i folk- arts of eden.
Turngren, Annotte
PLAXM BRAIEb: A chapter from a re 1 Swedish childhood.
Nelson. 1937. ftVSi
A Journey through Sweden .ith Kristen and her family as
her father seeks ork.
a atzmuM
*Adam3, Julia
MObHTAlNS AKb VRlgJ
Dutton. 1930. ,1.00
The stirring Rdv-mtures of Bruno, an orphan boy, at the
time of ^he struggle of illiam Tell to free the Swiss
people from oppression.
Bragdon, Lillian J.
THE LAND OF ILLIAM TiiLL.
Stokes. 1938. 11.50

97,
0uff $ Mary and Buff, Conrad
KOBI: A BOY OF S ITZERLAND,
Viking. 1926. |§«OQ
Kobi's first summer is a harder in the Swis? Alps,
Carpenter, Princes
TALES OP A S IS3 OR A '.DMOTHER.
Doubledoy. 19<0. F.50
Favorite folk t&les from the Alps.
Cortnack, ttarlbelle and Alexander, -illiam F.
JACQUES 988 GOATHERD,
Apploton. 1938. ;fc,GO
Gaggin, Eva ft,
AH K/ FOR UNCLE ci?«L.
Viking. 1939. >£.00
Unole Erail was a herdsmrm doll ho belonged to Hesi, whc
lived in the 3wlss mountains,
Olcott, Virginia
ANTON AND TRINIl CHILDREN OF THE ALr LAND,
silver. 193G. ;.9£
Trini's visit to Anton's mountain home.
Perkins, Luoy F.
TfiE S ISS T .IN3.
Houston. 19££. -1. 75
oeppi and Leneli are little goatherders in the Alps.
Seidlin, Oskar and Kyrins, Jenta
OREEN AG0N3.
Houghton. 1942, *rir,00
The village children or ldau ond a traveling theater
oarcvnn solve thy mystery of the stolen Golden Ippll sign,
•
Spyrl, Joh« nnn
raise,
Houghton. 19£3. *£,00
The beloved tale of the little Si iss girl • ho lived
with her grandfather in the Alps.
•Worth, Kathryn
NE WORLDS FOR J03IE,
Doubleday, 1944, fc,00
[
'

»8.'
Life in a S.ias boarding- school here Josle nnd her
sister met girls of many nsti mallties and helped them to
understand Amorioans.
TURKEY
Sge, Nezahet N.
TUH3UT LIVES IW i'URKrtY,
Longnans. 1999* ,1.75
Turgut is Turkish Boy Scout of Istanbul.
Kelsey, 111** 0.
ONCE THE HOD.TA.
Longmans. 19- 2. f£.00
Amusing Turkish folklore.
McDonald, Lvcilo 3.
SIi£KiiR»S LliCKY i loGr..
Oxford. 1941. .1.75
Sheker, r i little Turkish girl, brings good fortune to her
frmily nnd her sick mother.
HISChiLLANEOUS
*Curti3, Htlon P.
JEAN *ND CO. , UNLIMITED.
Winston. 19-7. ; .CO
At ft Fr«nah conv nt boarding- school, in American girl
named JKAN finds Jr. N'3 from many oountries tad visits th^ra
during her sohool vae> tions in their native lnnds.
Fro3t, Frances IU
LEGENDS OF TKc UHIT-D NATI ONE.
hittlesoy. 19' 2. •'•50
3tories and folk tale3 from sovcnte-n countries.
Feck, Anne M.
STORYBOOK hAiRO*-*.
H«n t»« 19V-.9.
Tr-.vllng through pre-ur Ithly, France and England.

GHII
"Of all things beautiful and good
The kingliest la brotherhood;
For It 111 bring again to earth
Her long-loat poetry and mirth*
"
iidwln Markhans: Brotherhood.

•"Armor, Laura
*ATB3LISl- KOONTAIS.
Longmnns. 1931* 2*50
A "avaho Indian story f illed with Indian customs and
iongs, whl ch Younger Brother learns from tb* medicine
Kpn,
' yscou ^h, Florence
FIHiiCRACKr-H LAND.
Houghton. 1932* *3*00
Chinese culture, mltM and the story of the
author' a life in China.
Be in, Lorraine Riid Boim, Jerrold
LITTLE IGLOO
•
Haroourt. 1941. Ml. 50
An exciting r>dv nture for little children about nn
Eskimo hoy and his rurtry caught in a terrific blizzard.
»Berry, ^riok
CURLS lit AFhlCA.
Keomillan. 1928. ^£.C0
.iix short 3tori',;r. of a white girl who visits Nigeria
end shares the adventures of girls from severnl African
tribes.
Bont?mrs, Arna
GOLD&N SLXFF&RSs An anthology of BftgPt roetry for young
readers*
Harper. 1941. ft?* 80
An attractive collootion of favorite poems by Negroes.
Buck, Jenrl J#
THa DRAGON FIJH.
Day. 1944. ',1.50
A lucky Dr >gon Fish, lonoly little Chinese girl and
a lon<;ly little Am rioan girl.
Burglon, Norn
SKAhK h^Lii,
Holiday. 1945.
A thrilling myst.ry *nd school story of children of
(
several races in modern Hawaii*
01ark i Ann Nolan
IN KY MOTHER'S HOUSE.
Viking, 1941, $2.00
An exquisite picture book of life among the Tewa In-
dians near 3anta Fe«
Cole, Walter
/iBO OF P.,0PL3.
Putnam. 193£. ^£.50
a picture book of the various peoples of esrth.
^Dilts, Marion
FAMAMT OP JAPAM£3B HISTORY.
Longmans. 1936. $3*00
A very readable acoount of Japanese culture, art, re-
ligion and customs.
Doone, Radko
NUV/T TH-i 3RAVS: An Eskimo Robinson Crusoe.
Macrae. 1934. $2.00
Called a coward by his tribe, Nuvat proves himself a
hero when he manages to live for two years on an unin-
habited island before he is rescued.
Fellows, Muriel H.
LAND OF LITTLc iiAIN.
Winston. 1930. $2.00
An introduction to tribal customs and ceremonies among
the Hopi Indiana.
Oibson, Katherine
ARRO •> FLY HOMii.
Longmans. 1945. %'^m00
David Oibson, * white boy, is brought up in a Shawnee
Indian village.
Harrington, Isis
KOKOKI OF THL CLIFFi.
aorlbner's. 1954. =1.25
Indian children illustrated this story of a Hopi Indian
boy of Arizona.
If 1.
<c
Hunt, Mabel L.
MICHEL'S ISLAND.
3tokes. 1940. Ifc.OO
The son of French and Indian parents of Michllimackl-
nac Island, Michel f ' It a strong devotion to his Indian
ancestry.
•Kallmann
,
Chesley
TAiiA, DAU1HT.&R OF THiS
Random. 1935. $^.00
A swift-moving mystery of modern gypsy life for older
girls*
Ranguk
KANOUFi A boy of Bering 3tr«it.
Little, 1939. ^2.00
A true story of asklmo child life.
Kiner, Orace
HO - THE 'RLD QRSfi UF.
Pollett. 1934. 4.88
Stories of the first races of mankind.
Kiyooka, Chlyono 3.
CHIY0«3 t"tivTuxW.
Doubleday. 1935. *£.C0
Chlyo brought up in America, but returns to visit
Japan, the land of her ancestors.
Lattimoro, Sluanor P.
UTTLii PaARj The story of a little Chinese boy.
Haroourt. 1931. $£.00
Adventure in China with a mischievous little boy.
Lattimore, Sleanor P.
STOKY OF LKa LL.3.
Haroourt. 1940. ^£.00
A little Chinese girl overcomes Her fear of white
people.
"Lewis, Elisabeth
HO-KINOi Oirl of new China.
Winston. 1954* $k.GC
(»
I
103.
A Chinese tomboy goo 3 to school and becomes an
assistant to the Wei-doc tor.
Lewis, Elizabeth
YOUHQ FU OF T&Z OP?JM YANOTZB.
Winston. 1932. $2.00
The rjauaing experiencea of the pool widow 1 a 3 on,
who waa apprenticed to a oopp^ramith.
•"'Lide, Mice and Johansen, Margaret
COD-LK-'UK, 'Qia V.ANDiiRJSR.
Littlo. 1930. ik.QC
Trilling adventures with an Eskimo boy who was car-
ried off on an ioc-pan from Jlaskn to iiborla.
Lomen, Helen and Flack, Marjorie
TAKTCK, 'N AKCTIC BOY.
Doubleday. 1928. U»75
Taktuk, an £akimo boy, learn3 to hunt seals and
herd reindeer.
Maomillan, Donald
KAH-DA: The life of a North Greenland .-skimo boy.
Double day. 1930. $2.00
An authentic account of Eskimo Ufa.
Meigs, Cornelia
TKii -ILL0.. A'HIoTLE.
Macmillan. 1931. $2.00
A pioneer story of Mary Anno 'a friendship with the
aioux Indians and her visit to the village of Chief
Gray Eagle.
Means, Florence C.
SHUTT^RKD VilNDO^a.
Houghton. 193B. ^.00
A school fctory about Harriet Freeman, an educated
Ne^ro girl from Minneapolis, who, visiting her groat-
grandmother In oouth Carolina, ia shocked at the po-
verty of her people and determines to improve condi-
tions.
Miera, Karl
BIO B£N.
Viestmlnster. 1942. |8e90
*
1C4.
A football story baaed on Paul Robeson^ experiences
at college.
Neilaon, Frances F.
KOCHA, MB DJUKA.
Dutton. 1943, $2*00
The friendship of Terry Jonas, the son of on American
scientist, with a native boy in the Dutch Quisna Jungle.
lease, Josephine
THI3 IS Tfli£ V.ORLD.
Rand. 1944. :-2.CC
A bright, gay picture book telling about ItM earth
and the many different kinds of prorle who live on it.
Perklna, Lucy F.
THE T'- IH6.
Houghton. 1914. 4l«75.
Eskimo village Ufa with Menic and Monnle and their
dogs.
jerkins, Lucy F.
TKii JApANaoA TUNJ.
Houghton. 19U. *1.75
Festival time in Japan.
Rowe, Dorothy
RABBIT LANTERN.
Uaomillan. 1925. 1.75
Twelve 3torio3 of typical Chinese children.
3perry j Armstrong
CALL IT COURAG2.
Kaomillan. 1940. U.75
Mafatu, the son of a Polynesian chi ftrin, waa called
a coward because he was afro.id of the sea, bvt he over-
comes his fear by trav-iin^ alone to | lonely island.
ooacheri, Mario and icaeheri, Mabel
izmnaMao boy.
Harcourt. 1937. <-2.00
Actual photographs of the annual otand Rock Ceremonial
in iaoonain accompany this story of Landing Hawk, an
Indian boy, <*ho learns many *Jioux and Winn*bago customs

t.t the ceremonial*
*3aeger, Kllzabeth
PAGEANT OF CHIN*3ii HISTORY.
Longmans 1954. A3*00
An absorbing account of Chinese culture from primitive
times to present day*
.Shaokljford, Jane D*
CHILD '5 IX8T0BY OF THa NriQRO.
/ssooiated. 1928. &1,25
An tjpay reader of the history end contributions of the
Negro people in Africa and /oaerioa.
operry, rmatrong
Om DAY .ITh iiANU.
Inaton. 1935, ,2*00
Tror.ioal advwntur* with a South 3oa Island boy*
operry, Armstrong
0?ii- DAY IITH TUKtOj AN B&KXMO BOY,
ins ton. 1935. |t*00
ruktu's thrilling fight with Nanook, the hug-; polar
bear.
otafansson, isiv^lyn
»xnxa TxiA qiholh*
.Jcrlbner's. 1945* </. .50
Peoplos and Indus trios in the Arctic Circle*
Stefonsaon, Vilhjnlmur and Irwin, Vi let H*
KAK, T1U COPPiJi SaKBIO*
Haomillan. 1924* U.75
Everyday experiences of an Eskimo boy*
Sugimoto, ^tsu and Austin, Nancy
WITH TAHO AND H fl NA IN JAPAN
•
Stokes. 19k 6* ,1*00
Two little girls visit their Japanese relatives.
«3wift, Hildegarde
RAILROAD TO FtiELiDOK.
Harcourt. 1935;. 'l* X)
An amaslng story of Harriet Tubman^ eaoape from

slavery *md her work in helping othvr Negroes to escape
by way of thu Underground Railroad*
Taylor, ,.ve
UhU Aii£ BR0T2iiiH^#
Vi:in^. 19;:7, ->1.00
.Short olograph!'} a of rrent nnn of all racea*
Tietjjtexw, Eunice »,
BOY OF TH.u aOUTH SaA4.
Cownrd. 19i:l. '.••50
Coming to livo on the island of Koorea, Teiki was
homesick for his people until he met the Maroueaan her-
mit woodoerv-.r In the monntaina*
Truj, bnrbara and Henry, Varfjuorite
TH ilR FIK3T laJUOO.
hitnifin* lt^-K* l*oG
Lost in I blizard, two Eskimo children save them-
selves by building an i.loo.
<aldeck, .To B33se
LlTTLa JuNQLh VILLAGE,
Viking. lfcMC. M .00
Indian customs and child life in the Jungles of Bri-
tish Ouiuna*
*.hito, ^tr .rart tt«
TH:i MAGIC POiiaJT,
Mf 4oraill.'m, 19*S« \1.00
A little white boy lost from a train finds friends
*mong UM Indiana in tht» Canudi'in ooda»

OHILDRBK Or QWK FATHKR
"All of you are children of the most High.
'
Taalra 8^>:b

ICS.
CHILDREN 01 "ME FATHER
*>Alloe # Marjorie H.
RUNA AY LINDA.
Houghton. 1959. y••00
Running away from cruel "Uncle Jethro, Linda and
her young brother find protection and kindness with
a Quaker family in Indiana*
Asch, Shalom
in the beginning,
Putnam. 1935. ^ $2,00
Old Testament stories for children as retold by a
famous Jewish writer*
Bishop, Claio H.
THr. KING
J
1 DAY.
Coward. 1940. f>1.50
A little orphan boy calibrates the Feast of Epiphany
with a family in Normandy.
Brann. Esther
LOF'E GOBS TO SCHOOL.
Maomillan. 1930. tl .00
A little girl at a convent boarding-school in Spain.
Busoni, Rafaello
bOMI BUILD6 A CHURCH
Viking. 1943. 'U.00
A true story of a little Lapp boy whose determination
made possible the building of a church even th"»u^a the
nearest forest was one hundred and fifty miles away*
Coatsworth, Elisabeth
THE CAT "wHO EHT TO HEAVEN.
Maomillan. 193G. $2.00
A beautiful story of a poor artist, his little cat
!l0ood Fortune", and an unusual painting of Buddha.
Coblentz, Catherine C.
THE BaGGARa» PENNY.
Longmans. 1943* $2.50
Three children of different faiths - Protestant,

let.
Catholic and Jewish - together help the See Beggars
save Leyden in her struggle against oppression In 1574*
#Conway , Heine
A Y&AR TO OROW.
Longmans. 1943. |S#00
The fun, routine and discipline of life in a Catholic
convent boarding-school as seen through the eyes of Anne,
an only child, in her first year away from home,
D'Aulaire, Xngri and D f Aulaire, isdgar
THE LORD'S FR*YER.
Doubleday. 1934. A^OC
3oft-oolored large pictures tinged with sparkling gold
illustrate this favorite prayer.
De Angeli, Marguerite
H&NNEK 1 3 LYDIA.
Doubleday. 1936. -^•00
A Pennyalvania Dutch story of the Amish people.
Do Angeli, Marguerite
PKTITifi SUZANNE.
Doubleday. 19? 7. &2»00
Fetite ^uaanna is a little Catholic girl who lives in
a French-Canadian fishing village on the Oasps Peninsula.
Do Angeli, Marguerite
TH&ii, HANNAH J
Doubleday. 1940. f ; .00
A little Quaker girl in pre-Civil tfar Fhilndelphia
longed for gay clothes, but came to appreciate the value
of her plain Quaker bonnet.
De Jong, Dola
TH2 LKVliL LAND,
ooribner's. 1943. ^1.75
Fun and festivities in a Jolly Dutch family who opened
their hearts and home to fteraer, a Jewish refugee.
* Baton, Jeanette
LONE JOURNHYt The Life of Roger Williams.
Haroourt. 1944. $fc«50
In spite of opposition, Roger Williams championed toler-
ance a preached fair dealing with all peoples, and welcomed
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settlers of all faiths to his Rhode Island colony.
*£aton, Jeanetto
NAHCI33A .HITMAN: Pioneer of Oregon.
Haroourt. 1941. ^•50
With unselfish devotion, courage and faith, the young
wife of a Protestant missionary dootor braved the perils
of the Worthiest Indians.
2yre, rlatherina W #
LOT 'ln'S VALENTIN*.
Oxford. 1941. .1.50
Lottio was an orphan at the New Orleans Convent of the
•Jood ohephsrd, but iier love Tor a wounded oerrior pigeon
brought about her >-.uoption by a loving family.
Feat, Howard
HCTIa^OOK HISTORY OP TH;i Jli -S.
Hebrew Hiblishing. 194£. fl.25
The story of the Je-ish peorle from Bible times to
modern Zionism, told in simile language for little folks.
Fast, Howard
Tlis. AGUAnCa. OF A i^Ci-L£* The history of the Je s.
Hebrew Publishing. 194,. K.50
A colorful account of the stirring history of a great
faith.
Fitch, Florence . •
ON-j GOD; The way3 v*d worship Him.
Lothrop. 19 t4. • •:
- 9 00
Beauti;ul jhoto^raphs and simplo text describe the
Je ish. Catholic and Irotestant ways of worshipping God.
* Flight, John .
ii^yptian prince, nomad sheikh, lawgiver.
Beacon. 194 i.. r1.75
fhfl dramatic story of lioaos, th9 foundlii
brought up In the court of the Ihsraoh and
great leader of the hebrev. peorle
.
he
Fox, Frances M.
CO
Stories oi' heroic „uak r lenders.

-Fox, Genevieve M«
SIS iJLf LED C*i<BJ5r^LL»
Crowell. 1942, }£.50
A biography of the doctor vfao worked among the Labra-
dor fishermen and established the Gtrenfell mission.
'Oaggin, Eva f
DOWN RYTON ' ATSR.
Viking, 1941. HMtt
The long Journey of a Pilgrim family from Sorooby to
I tjfoti nnd finally America to find freedom to orship
God.
Oamornn, Mamie Q.
HILLXL'S HAtPY HOLIDAYS,
Union of American Hebrew Congregations. 1939 *v1.5?5.
I little American boy celebrates the Jewish holidoys.
'Gray, £lizab3th J.
F£.NN.
Viking. 1938. £c*50
Forsakiiig fame and fortune, Fenn became a Quakor and
cisme to America t* found Philadelphia, "the City of Bro-
therly Love/ where all peorle were to be welcomo.
Havlghurat, V.alter and Havishurat, Kari^n
KIOH F.HAIRIE.
Farrar. 1944. $£.00
To fhe ild r lone :r farmlrnds of Minnesota and Dakota
onmo Feter and Karen and their two children, bringing
with thorn from Norway determination, industry nnd a
strong Lutheran faith.
*Je.<ett, 3ophi/*
QODM IUOUBADOUR* Tht stor»y of St. Pr-mela of 'isnisi.
Crowell. 194C. :2.CC
The kindly anint of medieval Italy.
Jones, lilizab^th 0.
DAVID.
Kaomillan. 1937. 41.75
p. beautiful pioture book of the famous Biblical horo.
<
Jones, Jessie 0 # , Oompilor
SMALL BAXIi Verses irom the cible.
Viking. 194c. >2.00
A pletvire-book collection of favorite Bible v?rs^s for
children.
Kali she r, betty
VAT0HM8M OP TBS HI^HT.
Union of 'mariean Hebre- Congregations. 19.T6. ,1.?8
Bri 'f ac^unt.? of twenty-one :rreat leaders In Je ish
history.
~Lonrj, Laura
HANNAH COTi?lftOii,^l)S.
Longmans. 19C9. $£«00
Despite danger and opposition, a young Quaker girl
works for the Underground Railro- d r:nd abolitl n.
Lov.nsbery, iiloise
SAINTS AND HiiBELS.
Longmans. 1927* ;fc.50
Short biogruphies of tv elve men and -omen who devoted
th-.ir livos to helping humanity.
M^Qavran, Grace W #
Wfi OATHEH TOGETHER.
Friendship. 1941. ;i.00
How people worship God in nrny londs.
Mondal, Sent Ham
Ml BAPfl FLUTE.
Stokes. 1959. H#flO
Dorothy Lathrop has beautifully illustrated thi3 story
of a saintly Hindu loved even by the ereature3 of the
Jungle.
n M^rsh, Janet
A UB/'-NTICE iM OLD LONDON.
Houghton. 1941. ^ .CO
The exciting odv ,-ntures of Mathew Short, a young >uri
tan boy, *ho tried to free his father from prison.
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Mason, Miriam
ILLIAM PENN, FRIENDLY BOY.
Bobbs. 1944. $1.50
The childhood and youth of the man who was among the
first to estRbliph freedom of thought and religion in
America.
Mazer, Sonla
YOSSELLE'S HOLIDAY AND tW BRAVE MACCA3BES.
Doubleday. 1934. $1.50
A little F.U3sirn-Jewish "boy celebrates the Feast of
Limits
.
*Means, Florence C.
,
AT THE KND OF NO -HERE.
Houghton. 1940. $2. 00
Both problems and fun confronted the Austin family
when Father's poor health made it necessary to move from
their comfortable city pars mage to a frontier church in
Colorado.
Means, Plorenoe C.
CHILDREN OF THE PROMISE.
Friendship. 1941. $1.00
6B had a wise, teacher, -ho helped her pupils of va-
rious religions and nationalities to understand ^nd res-
pect each other's customs, beliefs and contributions.
Meigs, Cornelia
MASTER 3I?£0N»S CMRDKN.
Macmillan. 2S2$. $2.00
To Easter Simon and his family, the lovely garden be-
came a symbol of their light against intolerance in the
little Puritan to n in New England.
Mirze, Youel
THE RUG THAT .ENT TO MECCA.
Stokes. 1959. fi-1.00
Asad and his sister help in the making of a beautiful
prayer-rug.
mNelson, Rhoda L.
THIS IS FREEDOM.
Dodd. 1940. #2.00

11'..
Young Thad Hart hated Mormons until a strange net of
circumstances mad© him part of the pioneer Journey of
the Mormons from Illinois to tho Clreat Salt Lake.
*Paulrnier, Hilah _; . and Bohauffler, Robert
Dodd. 1942, ;i.vO
A treasure- trove of poetry, prose,
,
quotations f plays
and evan a pageant on democracy, tolerance and brother-
hood,
rotcrsnam, w.aud and Petersham, Miska
•THK PHf?T 'ST* OH TTT")
Doubleday. 1931. ^•00 ,
A richly- colored picture book of the childhood of Jesus
Petersham, :-ioud and retorsnam, Misko
STOHIaS FH01* TuS OLD TESTAMENT.
i> Inston* 19«jo« vif *75»
A picture-story book of Joseph, Moses, Ruth and David.
ttooa, Ann
MAN OF MOLQK/ I.
• Lipplncott. 1943* $k.#CC
Tha biography of Father Damien, a Belgian Catholic
missionary , and hl3 ork amon^ tho l^p^rs in t:v tropics.
oavaiy, Constance
T11K aOOD 3H1F "titJ) LILY".
Longmans. 1144. £2.25
An exciting tale of tho escape of a family of children
kidnapped at ch~ time of the rellffi^us rerseeuti >ai of
the lurlt-.ns.
v>Ruben3toln, Marion
ADVKHTURIN3 IN P L..SPIK2.
Knorf. 1935. ;£.0C
iisceping from Germany to the safety of their aunt's
homo in ialestine, three r fv, ree ^irl? visit tho Holy
Land.
Sechrist, Elizabeth
REfi LttTTSR DAYSj Tho book of holiday customs.
Macrae. 1940. £.00
/
* uonoay ous^oma
—
xn »any—J. ftnoa.

11:.
Singer, Caroline ona 3aldridgs, Cyrus L.
ALI LIV&S IN I SAN.
Holiday. 19?7. 1.75
fhs rescue of a little Feralan girl by three boys of
three different faiths helped to bring together in friend
ship their Chris tinn, Je ish, Zoroastri^n and Mohammedan
pw rents
•
Hoi', th, iiu til , .vjit
TH-* laW OF LIFSi Select! ms from the literature of the
orid*a religions.
Viicing. 1942. $5.60.
Writings from the Amerloan Indian, Norse, Hindu, Budd-
hist, Confuoianist, Taoiat, Kgy^tian, Babylonian, 3reok,
Zoroastrian, Hebrew, Christian and xohammedan religions
are represented in this collection.
^n-.d^kar, Caroline
D-HNniaHT DbNCEY*
Doubleday • 19 i.7 • 1 1 • CO
Denoey, a Quaker girl on Nantucket more then one hund-
red years ago, keeps her promise to h^lp the fri.n less
littlo boy.
onociekor, Caroline
UNCHAHTLD AYo.
Doubleday. 19^5. ..GO
An old-sr girls' story of the persecution of the uokers
in colonial Massachusetts.
tfUpdegrsff , Florence M.
TH ^VttLIuR * S CAIfDL&«
Harorurt. 1942.
:
,*.CG
Persecuted because of their Quaker faith, the Mapea
fam ly f ->und refuge in Hhode Island and each ni^ht llghte<
the traveler* a candle to welcome wayfarers of ell creeds
to the sn Iter of vh ir hone.
• eilcrstein, :iose
HA? THii BIVUCHIT.
Je ish Publication society. 194?. 1. 0
Short stories for Jtvlab holiday tirce.

Whit©, Eliza 0.
SHK9 SSTHh.fi AS A LITTLE GIRL.
Houston. 1944. $2*00
The evexydn.y experiences of th^ little daughter of a
Ne Rnglnnd minister of about eighty years r.^o.
Zeligs, Dorothy
T !H 3T?3Y OF JE I3H HOLIDAYS UTO ^u*9T0>*3.
Bloch. 194 £. ,1.50
An American family celubr.' tea 3abbr»th end tne Jewish
holidays.
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